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ABSTRACT

WIreless multi-hop networks are not restricted to rora1 development efforts. They

have found uses in the military, industry, as well as in urban areas. The focus of this

study is on stationary wireless multi-hop networks whose primary purpose is the

provisioning of Intemet access using low cost, resource-eonstrained network nodes.

Topology control algorithms have not yet catered for low cost, resource-eonstrained

network nodes resulting in a need for algorithms that do cater for these types of

wireless multi-hop network nodes. An algorithm entitled "Token-based Topology

Control (TbTC)" was proposed. TbTC comprises three components, namely: transmit

pawer and selection, network connectivity and next node selection. TbTC differs

significantly in its treatment of the synchronisation required for a topology control

algorithm to work effectively by employing a token to control the execution of the

algorithm. The use of the token also ensures that all the network nodes eventually

execute the topology control algorithm through a process called neighbour control

embedded within the next node selection component.

The proposed topology control algorithm, TbTC was simulated using ns-2 and the

performances of a 3D-node network before and after the algorithm was utilised, were

compared. The Packet Delivery Ratio, Delay, Routing Protocol Overhead and Power

Consumption were used as the simulation parameters. The neighbour control process

was found to significantly reduce the number of hops taken by the token to visit each

network node at least once. It was found that this process shortened the token

traversal by 37.5%.
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Based on the results of its simulation, ThTC proves the positive benefits that can be

accrued to the use of tokens in topology control as well as highlighting the negative

benefits of the creation of uni-directional links in wireless multi-hop networks that

utilise the IEEE 802.11 standard.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Preamble

Efforts to bridge the digital divide in rural communities has led to the design and

deployment of wireless multi-hop networks (see Fig. 1.1). A common scenario sees

the provision of wireless links between nearby houses. These links are created by the

mounting of antennas (connected to routers) onto houses. The routers are then

considered to be nodes on the resulting wireless multi-hop network. These \-vireless

multi-hop networks may span an entire community where the primary purpose is

usually the sharing of an outside connection to the Internet (via a pre-designated

Internet gateway) and mayor may not contain multiple distinct routes between any

source-destination pair.

Wireless multi-hop networks are attractive alternatives for connecting rural

communities (AlIen, et al, 2005), due to their potentially low cost, simplicity,

potential for robustness, low power requirements, and the ability to dynamically add

subsequent nodes (ensuring scalability), amongst others (Motorola Inc, 2005).

Critical elements for a v.ireless multi-hop nem'ork include the continuous

participation of network nodes, the use of a routing protocoL and the network

topology or layout. The inter-dependence of these elements is sho"n in Fig. 1.2.



Internet

Fig. 1.1 - Wireless multi-hop network example

Unfortunately, there are circumstances under which a network node may cease to

participate in the wireless mesh network. Possible causes include environmental

factors such as atmospheric interference, electromagnetic interference, attenuation,

multipath interference, refraction and reflection (Stallings, 2005).

Defective equipment and human intervention (Lee, et al, 2004) are possible alternate

causes for wireless multi-hop network nodes to cease their participation in the

network. In other words, network node disconnectivity is experienced.
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Fig. 1.2 - Interdependence ofNetwork Elements

Topologies in wireless multi-hop networks are fonned by the connections that are

made between the nodes that comprise the network, and are dependent upon

individual nodes' transmission characteristics (Naghian, 2004). An efficient wireless

multi-hop network topology is not too dense or too sparse. 10 other words, the average

node degree (number of neighbours) for every node in the network should fall within

some pre-defined bound. lfthe topology is too sparse (the average node degree is too

low), there is a danger of netw'ork partitioning and high end-to-end delay; if the

topology is too dense (the average node degree is too high), the limited spatial reuse

reduces network capacity (Ramanathan and Rosales-Hain, 2000).

Network node disconnectivity affects the network topology by reducing the

probability that a path exists between every possible source destination pair. The

nenvork topology affects the aggregate throughput of the nenvork (Jangeun and

Sichitiu, 2003), and is usually a reliable indicator of the robustness of a ""ireless

multi-hop network, but robustness can only be assured if network nodes continuously

participate in the network.
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Fig. 1.3 - Layout ofa typical South African commODity

Desirable properties for wireless multi-hop network topologies are given in (Hu,

1993), and the need for regular and uniform topological structures is stated. Regular

wireless multi-hop network topologies have the added advantage of being able to

leverage the design and layout of houses or buildings in a typical community, as

depicted in Fig. 1.3.

CardeU-Cliver (2003) conducted a study in which the network topologies shown in

Fig. lA were used. These topologies heed the appeal for regular and uniform

topologies in (Hu, 1993). Although the work of (Cardell-Oliver, 2003) focuses on

wireless sensor networks, there is sufficient commonality between wireless sensor

4
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Fig. 1.4 - Network Topologies proposed in (CardeU-Oliver 2003)

networks and wireless multi-hop networks in general for the topologies shown in Fig.

1.4 to be applied in this research.

An important additional criterion for the selection of the network topologies shown in

Fig. 1.4 is the variation in the average node degree (number of neighbours) for each

network topology. As stated earlier the average node degree has an important

influence on the performance of the network and the optimal average node degree is

usually bounded. For the purposes of this study, the ability of the network topologies

to deliver data packets to the intended destinations in "perfect" conditions (where

nodes possess 100% reliability) and ",-hen confronted with network node

disconnections will be investigated. This investigation ",ill aid in providing the

necessary bounds for the proposed topology control algorithm.

For the purposes of this study we focus on stationary, community-based wireless

multi-hop networks that are moderately sized and aim to obtain the optimal average

5



node degree based on the results obtained from the network topologies shown in Fig.

lA. The results obtained will be used to develop a topology control algorithm that can

be implemented on resource-constrained wireless multi-hop network nodes (such as

the Linksys WRT54G) in order to achieve maximum network performance.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

A network topology is a critical element for the successful operation of the network.

For a wireless multi-hop network, the network topology assumes added importance

because it affects the average throughput, the amount of interference experienced

(Akella, et al, 2005), (Jain, et al, 2005), the efficiency of the routing protocol and the

robustness of the network.

The topology control algorithms proposed thus far are unsuitable for low-cost

community-based wireless multi-hop networks due to their computational complexity

(which increases the cost of the nodes), high communication overhead and

information requirements that require capabilities currently not available for low cost,

resource-constrained wireless multi-hop network nodes.

These topology control algorithms can also lead to network instability (possibly

resulting in a partitioned network) whilst converging in deployed scenarios

(Srivastava, et al, 2004). An additional weakness of the majority of proposed topology

control algorithms lies in the lack of data originaTing from either recognised network

simulators or real-life wireless multi-hop network test-beds.
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In this work an investigation has been conducted into the optimal average number of

neighbours and the results of this study have been used to develop a topology control

algorithm specifically for low cost, resource-coustrained nodes. A practical topology

control algorithm eliminates complex computations, reduces the co=unication

overhead to its absolute minimum, does not require position information that can only

be obtained via the Global Positioning System, and never creates a partitioned

network however short it may be. As a result a practical topology control algorithm

should reduce interference and contention for the transmission medium whilst

lowering the total energy consumption.

1.3 Rationale for the Research

The continual bridging of the digital divide throughout the world is being

accomplished through the use of various technologies, one of them being wireless

multi-hop networks. These networks are eminently suitable because of their specific

characteristics (highlighted in Section 1.1). Despite the social importance of these

networks, the emphasis is usually on providing cost-effective solutions. These

networks are created through the use of low cost, resource-constrained nodes and the

efficient operation of these networks can be aided by topology control algorithms to

ensure that the optimal numbers of neighbours are within transmission range.

Topology control algorithms are designed to reduce interference and increase the

nehvork capacity by maximising the spatial reuse of the transmission medium.

Current topology control schemes are not suitable for use on low-cost, resource

constrained nodes due to the characteristics highlighted in the pre,ious section. This
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study aims to develop a practical topology control scheme for low cost, resource

constrained wireless multi-hop network nodes.

1.4 Research Questions

Pertinent to the study two research questions are posed:

I. Which network topologies can be utilised in static community-based wireless

multi-hop networks and are they robust enough to handle node disconnectivity?

2. Can a topology control algorithm be tailor-made for use on low cost, resource

constrained wireless multi-hop network nodes?

1.5 Research Goals and Objectives

1.5.1 Goal

The purpose of this project is to develop a wireless multi-hop network topology

control algorithm for low cost, resource-constrained network nodes.

1.5.2 The Objectives

The folloVoing research objectives were derived from the main research goal:

I. To identify and investigate possible wireless multi-hop network topologies with

varying average node degrees under ~perfect" conditions;

ll. To investigate these Voireless multi-hop network topologies when confronted Voith

random disconnections amongst critical nodes;
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iii. To develop a wireless multi-hop network topology control algorithm for low cost,

resource-constrained network nodes using the identified design criteria This

topology control algorithm will utilise the bounds obtained (on completion of

Objectives 1 and 2) for the optimal average node degree, and

iv. To compare the performances of a network before and after the topology control

algorithm has been applied to it.

1.6 Methodology

The results of this project should be applicable to wireless multi-hop networks that

employ low cost, resource-constrained network nodes. These networks include

research test-beds as well as those wireless multi-hop networks that are deployed in

communities across South Africa The alternative research methods that were

available are listed below and the most suitable method was chosen.

1.6.1 Research Method One

This method constitutes the construction of a stationary wireless multi-hop network

test-bed with which we can study the performance of the network topologies

identified. A real-world implementation of the topology control algorithm would be

required for installation on the network nodes.

The disadvantages of this approach are three-fold- Firstly, this method is time

consuming because the test-bed has to be correctly set up. Secondly, the time required

to develop a real-world implementation of the topology control algorithm may exceed

the time limits for this study. Thirdly. use of the test-bed often does not provide

9



enough detail of the real-world phenomena and usage characteristics that are

encountered in community-based wireless multi-hop networks.

1.6.2 Research Method Two

An alternative approach would be to identify an existing community-based wireless

multi-hop network. This type of network would provide more detailed information on

real-world phenomena as well as the usage characteristics of the participants in the

network.

This type of network may also introduce another layer of complexity if the deployed

network does not employ the Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing

protocol. In this case the firmware of all the nodes in the network would need to be

modified to run the AODV routing protocol.

Other critical disadvantages associated with this research method are the inability to

easily alter the topology of the wireless multi-hop network as well as having to update

all the nodes in the network to accommodate the topology control algorithm. The risk

ofexceeding the time limit imposed on this study is a mitigating factor.

1.6.3 Research Method Three

The final method constitutes the determination of the "typicill" ",'ireless multi-hop

network node. Information such as the transmission power. reception threshold,

channel bandwidth, channel delay, channel error probability. and the area covered by

the network could be obtained from those fe:>lJonsible for the deployment of these

10



wireless multi-hop networks in communities. This data could then be used as input

into a simulation model.

This method has advantages of being easily modified to employ the required routing

protocol as well as the topology control algorithm. Physical interaction with actual

network nodes is also avoided.

Unfortunately, the results are dependent on the accuracy ofthe model parameters used

and therefore may not accwately portray or consider some real-world phenomena.

1.6.4 The Chosen Method

Both Method One and Method Two provided more detail in terms of the real-world

phenomena and usage characteristics encountered in the deployment and operation of

community-based wireless multi-hop networks.

However, neither of the two methods fell within the time constraints imposed upon

the project, therefore Method Three was chosen. This method employed the ns-2

(hnp:!www.isi.edunanamlns) network simulation tool. Ns-2 is an open-source,

standards-based discrete event simulator targeted at networking research. This tool

provided extensive support for IEEE! 802.11 2 wireless networks

Institute ofElectrical and Electronic Engineers

IEEE Working Group responsible for Wireless LAc" standards

11



1.7 Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organised as follows: Chapter Two consists of

the review ofwork relating to the optimal number ofneighbours and topology control.

The chapter begins by presenting the theoretical framework that is used to analyse the

related work and ends with the design criteria necessary for a topology control

algorithm. In Chapter Three the optimal number of neighbours in a 30-node wireless

multi-hop network is determined. This result is added to thl: list of design criteria

determined in Chapter Two. Chapter Four details the Token-based Topology Control

(TbTC) algorithm which is designed using the design criteria from Chapters Two and

Three. This chapter ends with the results obtained from TbTC's simulation as well as

some of its limitations. Finally, Chapter Five presents the conclusion and possible

future work.

12



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview

Topology control for wireless multi-hop networks is an attempt to automate the

process of obtaining and maintaining the optimal node degree (number of

neighbours). The need to control the number of neighbours that a node possesses

arose from the need to minimise interference, maximise the network capacity and

throughput and to improve the power consumption of the nodes in the network.

Several studies have been conducted into obtaining the optimal node degree (also

known as ~magic numbers') in a wireless multi-hop network (Kleinrock and

Silvester, 1978), (Takagi and Kleinrock, 1984), (Wan and Yi, 2004), (Xue and

Kumar, 2004) (philips, et al, 1989) (Xue, Kumar, 2006) (HOll and Li, 1986), yet none

of these ~magic numbers" have been compared in simulared networks (Mudali et al,

2007). Some of these studies propose magic numbers that are lower bounds whilst

others propose upper bounds. Some studies propose magic numbers that are

independent of the total number of nodes in the network whilst others establish a

relationship between the "magic numbers" and the total number of nodes in the

network.

Topology control aims to automate the construction of a network topology that is

based upon each node in the network possessing the optimal number of neighbours.

Several researchers have developed topology control schemes and many of these

13



topology control schemes are based on the application of Graph Theoryl to create and

maintain an optimal network topology.

This chapter preser1ts a critical analysis of both "magic number" research and existing

topology control schemes. Both analyses are based on specifically designed

frameworks that will be introduced.

2.2 The Optimal Node Degree (Number of Neighbours)

2.2.1 Overview

Research into the optimal number of neighbours was initiated to aid in the planning of

optimal wireless multi-hop network topologies. An optimal network topology is

dependent on every node in the network having an optimal number of neighbours.

Nodes having too few neighbours results in reduced route redundancy, which reduces

the robustness of the network whilst too many neighbours results in increased

interference and contention for the transmission medium. The next section introduces

the framework that is used to analyse the accumulated body of literature that has dealt

with this aspect of wireless multi-hop networks.

2.2.2 Framework for Analysing Work Related to the Optimal Node
Degree (Number of Neighbours)

The term "node degree" is derived from the field of Graph Theory

14



The review of related work was conducted with the aid of the following

characteristics identified within the literature. The aim of this framework is to help

categorise and critically analyse the published body of research results in this field.

i. Dependency on Network Size

The optimal number of neighbours IS either a fixed constant that is

independent of the total number of nodes in the network, or it varies dependent

on the total number ofnodes in the network.

ii. Is the Optimal Number of Neighbours Lower-bound and/or Upper-

bound?

The optimal number of neighbours' value can be either a prescribed minimum

or a prescribed maximum. The lower-bound is utilised for specifying

connectivity whilst the upper-bound is utilised for minimising interference and

maximising network throughput.

ill. Primary Objective for finding the Optimal Number of Neighbours

Maximising throughput, reducing interference, guaranteeing connectivity,

minimising path length, etc.

iv. Specification ofthe Medium Access Control (MAq scheme used

A primary purpose of detennining the optimal number of neighbours is to

maximise a network nodes' access to the transmission medium, therefore, the

specification of the optimum number of neighbours for a network should take

into account the type of ~L~C scheme that is used to control access to the

transmission medium.
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v. Proof of Concept by Simulation and/or Mathematical Modelling

and/or Implementation

Some values for the optimal number of neighbours for a wireless multi-hop

network are determined solely by either simulation or mathematical modelling

whilst other works perform the modelling and subsequently utilise the

simulation to verify the model.

2.3 Review of Work Related to Determining the Optimal
Number of Neighbours in a Wireless Multi-Hop Network

This review is presented in chronological order in order to portray the evolution that

has taken place in this field of research.

i. Optimum Transmission Radii for Packet Radio Networks or Why Six

is a Magic Number (KIeinrock and Silvester, 1978)

Table 2-1 summarises the salient characteristics of the optimal number of neighbours

obtained by (Kleinrock and Silvester, 1978). This is a seminal contribution in the field

when it comes to determining the optimal number of neighbours in Packet Radio

Networks (now commonly known as Wireless Ad-hoc or Wireless Multi-Hop

Networks). As the title suggests, the authors prescribe that the optimal number of

neighbours is six in terms of maximising the network capacity and throughput. It

should be noted that the result obtained for the optimal number of neighbours is

independent of the total number of nodes in the network.

16



Table -2-1 Characteristics of k and Silvester, 1978)

Characteristics Value

Dependency on Network Size (total independent

number of nodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound Lower-bound

Primary Objective Maximising the one-hop progress of a

packet in the desired direction

Specification of the Medium Access Yes-ALOHA

Control (MAC) scheme

Proofof Concept Mathematical modelling
,

Kleinrock and Silvester's (Kleinrock and Silvester, 1978) work is not directly

applicable to present day community-based wireless multi-hop networks due to the

advances in wireless local area network communications technology. Their work is

based on the use ofthe Slotted ALOHA medium access control scheme whilst present

day wireless multi-hop networks that are based on the IEEE 802.11 standard typically

use the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) in order to gain access to the

transmission medium.

Kleinrock and Silvester (Kleinrock and Silvester, 1978) considered the heavy traffic

case in which every node always has data to transmit and ",ill transmit at every

opportunity. This is not a realistic assumption for a community-based wireless multi-

hop network, because for their assumption to be valid, it would require that the

network usage remains stable whereas it has been sho"'n that network traffic is highly

dependent on the time of day and thus impacts on the total network usage.
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Table -2-2 - Characteristics of lHaiek, 1983)

Characteristics Value

Dependency on Network Size (total independent

nwnber ofnodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound indeterminate

Primary Objective Maximising transmission efficiency i.e. I

The expected progress versus the area

covered by the tra'lSIll.ission

Specification of the Mediwn Access No

Control (MAC) scheme

Proof of Concept Mathematical modelling

ii. Adaptive Transmission Strategies and Routing in Mobile Radio

Networks (Hajek, 1983)

1bis work builds upon the work done by (Kleinrock and Silvester, 1978), in which

they suggested that the optimal transmission range was one that allowed for

communication with approximately six neighbours. Thereafter the transmission range

remained fixed or constant.

Hajek (Hajek, 1983) suggests that the transmission range be dynamic and adjusted at

the beginning of every transmission. The routing strategy used was to adjust the

node's transmission range in order to reach a neighbour node in the direction of the

intended destination node. 1bis strategy does have one obvious limitation when

applied to low cost, resource constrained nodes that we are consideting. This routing

strategy requires that the sending node know the direction of the intended destination
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node, which is currently not possible with the network nodes that are typically used in

community-based wireless multi-hop networks.

However, the mathematical modelling done in this work showed that the adaptive

transmission range strategy resulted in each node having an optimal number of

neighbours of approximately 3 despite disregarding the MAC scheme. Some

additional characteristics of this work are listed in Table 2-2.

iii Optimum Transmission Ranges for Randomly Distributed Packet

Radio Terminals (Takagi and Kleinrock.1984)

This work differs from most other work in the field by dealing with the optimal

transmission power required to maximise the expected one-hop progress that is made

in delivering data to its destination. Most other work focuses on the optimal

transmission range and the subsequent number of neighbours needed to maximise

throughput. The optimal transmission radii for nodes that are randomly distributed are

calculated for both the ALOHA and Carrier Sense Medium Access (CSMA)

protocols. It should be noted that the ALOHA protocol is a deterministic, time

division based protocol whereas CSMA is based on the ability to detect when the

transmission medium is not being utilised.

The researchers found that the ?viAC scheme employed affected the value obtained for

the optimal number of neighbours. The optimal number of neighbours for networks

that used the ALOHA medium access control scheme was determined to be

approximately eight. It should be noted that this result differs from the results
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Table-2-3 Cbaracteristia of . and KIeinrock, 1984)

Characteristics Value

Dependency on Network Size (total independent

number ofnodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound indetenninate

Primary Objective optimal transmission power required to

maximise the expected one-hop progress

Specification of the Medium Access Yes - both ALOHA and CSMA

Control (MAC) scheme

Proofof Concept Mathematical modelling

obtained from (Kleinrock and Silvester, 1978). This difference is attributed to an

inconsistency where the number of neighbouring nodes around the receiver was

confused with the number of neighbouring nodes around the transmitter. The optimal

number of neighbours for networks that used the CSMA MAC was estimated to be

approximately 5. The results obtained for the optimal number of neighbours for both

the ALOHA and CSMA MAC protocols is independent of the total number of nodes

in the network. A summary of this work can be found in Table 2-3.

iv. Transmission Range Control in Multihop Packet Radio Networks

(HOD and Li, 1986)

In this work, the question of the optimal number of neighbours was investigated from

a hitherto unique position. The authors considered the impact of three different

routing strategies on the transmission range adjustment and ultimately on the optimal

number of neighbours.
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Table -2-4- Cbaracteristies oflHon and Li.l98Cil
Charaeteristics Value

Dependency on NetWork Size (total dependent

number ofnodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound Both lower-bound and upper-bound

Primary Objective Impact of different routing strategies on

the transmission range adjustment

Specification of the Medium Access no

Control (MAC) scheme

ProofofConcept Mathematical modelling and simulation

The three transmission strategies considered were:

• Most Forward with Fixed Radius (MFR)

This routing strategy forwards packets to neighbours with the greatest

forward progress, regardless of the position of the receiving neighbour;

• Nearest with Forward Progress (NFP)

Packets are forwarded to the nearest neighbour that will result in

forward progress. The transmission power will be adjusted so that it is

just strong enough to reach the receiving neighbour, and

• Most Forward "vith Variable Progress (MVR)

Same as MFR \.Vith the exception that the transmission power IS

adjusted so that the distance between the sender and receiver is

successfully traversed.
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Table -2-5 - Characteristia of (Philips. et aI, 1989)
Characteristics Value

Dependency on Network Size (total independent

number ofnodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound Both lower-bound and upper-bound

Primary Objective Determining the effect of the area

covered by the network on the optimal

number of neighbours

Specification of the Medium Access Yes, slottedALOHA

Control (MAC) scheme

Proof of Concept Mathematical modelling

The mathematical modelling and the subsequent simulation of 100 randomly placed

nodes showed that the optimal number of neighbours required for the maximum

progress and throughput is approximately 8 for NFP and 6 for both MFR and MVR.

A summary of this work can be found in Table 2-4.

v. Counectivity Properties of a Packet Radio Network Model (Philips, et

al, 1989)

This work establishes a relationship between the optimal number of neighbours and

the area of the plane in which the nodes are distributed. Both lower and upper bounds

for the optimal number of neighbours are presented: 2.195 < optimal number of

neighbours < 10.526, dependent on the use of the slotted ALOHA MAC scheme.

The bounds presented in this work are also dependent on the process followed when

distributing nodes across the plane being considered and this could affect the bounds
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Table -2-6 - Cbaracteristics of lXue and Kumar 2004)
Characteristics Value

Dependency on Network Size (total dependent

number of nodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound Both lower-bound and upper-bound

Primary Objective Establishing a relationship between the

total number of nodes in the network and

the optimal numbel" of neighbours.

Specification of the Medium Access no

Control (MAC) scheme

Proofof Concept Mathematical modelling and simulation
I
I

obtained. The plane considered in this work is assumed to be a square. This may not

be a realistic assumption in real-world deployments of wireless multi-hop networks. A

summary ofthe characteristics of this work is presented in Table 2-5.

~i. The Number of Neighbors Needed for Connectivity of Wirelcss

Networks (Xue and Kumar, 2004)

This work developed heuristics that can be applied to any wireless multi-hop network,

independent of the total number of the nodes in the network. The heuristics provided

help to arrive at the lower and upper bounds for the connectivity of the network. The

optimal number of neighbours lies somewhere \vithin the bounds proposed.

One significant proposal emanating from this research is that when each node is

connected to less than O.0074log(n) nearest neighbours, then the network tends to be



Table -2-7 -Characteristics of (Ferrariand TOIll!UZ. 2004)

Characteristics Value

Dependency on Network Size (total independent

number of nodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound lower-bound

Primary Objective To guarantee network connectivity

Specification of the Medium Access no

Control (MAC) scheme

Proof of Concept Mathematical modelling

partitioned (disconnected) with probability one as n increases (where n is the total

number of nodes in the network). This amounts to the lower bound on connectivity.

The proposed upper bound states that if each node is connected to more than

5.177410g(n) nearest neighbours then the network is connected with probability one as

n increases. As stated earlier, O.07410g(n) < optimal number of neighbours <

5.1 774Iog(n).

A shortcoming of this work is the disregard for the MAC protocol to be utilised by the

nodes in the network. As proven by (Takagi and Kleinrock 1984) the type of !viAC

protocol used does impact on the number of neighbours that a node should possess

within its transmission range. A summary of the characteristics of this work can be

found in Table 2-6.

lii Minimum Number of Neighbors for Fully Connected Uniform Ad Hoc

Wireless Networks (Ferrari and Tonguz. 2(04)
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Ibis paper determines the minimum number of neighbours for uniform (each node

has on average the same number ofneighbours) wireless multi-hop networks. Existing

work is extended by establishing relationships between the minimum number of

neighbours and the transmission power and node spatial density in a two-dimensional

plane. Critical values for the required transmission power and node spatial density are

established and the failure to meet the critical values means that the full connectivity

of the network cannot be guaranteed.

The authors determined that the "magic number~ guaranteeing a fully connected

uniform network is on average equal to it (3.14), provided that the critical values for

the transmission power and node density are met. A summary of the characteristics of

this work can be found in Table 2-7.

viii. Asymptotic Critical Transmission Radius and Critical Neighbor

Number for k-Connectivity in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks (Wan and

Yi.20(4)

lbis work improved upon the upper bound for the optimal number of neighbours that

was established by (Xue and Kurnar, 2004). The authors suggested that if each node

in the network was able to connect to a ma.ximum of 2.71810g(n) nearest neighbours

then the resultant network topology would be almost surely connected.

A major disadvantage of this work is the implicit requirement that each node in the

network knows the total number of nodes in the network at any point in time. This

requirement is a drawiJack especially when the case of co=unity-driven wireless

multi-hop networks is considered. These types ofnetworks are typically expected to



Table -2-8 - Characteristics of (Wan and Vi, 2004)
Characteristics Value

Dependency on Network Size (total dependent

number of nodes)

Lower-bound and/or Upper-bound upper-bound

Primary Objective To obtain the maximum number of

neighbours required to ensure an almost

surely connected nt"twork topology

Specification of the Medium Access no

Control (MAC) scheme

ProofofConcept Mathematical modelling

grow unaided over time and therefore the knowledge of the total number of networks

is not a practical consideration. Additional characteristics of this work are shown in

Table 2-8.

2.4 Summary of Work Related to the Optimal Number of
Neighbours

The initial aim of research in this field of research was obtaining the "magic number"

that would help to achieve the maximum throughput and the minimum delay whilst

minimising the interference caused. These initial "magic numbers" took an

individualistic approach by assuming that once all the nodes in the net\ovork had the

prescribed number of neighbours, that the resulting network topology would be

connected. It was subsequently shovm that this assumption was invalid (Wan and Yi,

2004), (Xue and Kumar, 2004), (Xue and Kumar, 2006).
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This situation led to the "magic number" being dependent on the total number of

nodes in an attempt to ensure that the resulting network topologies were connected.

Once the connectivity could be assured, both the upper and lower bounds on the

proposed "magic numbers" were tightened in order to achieve greater accuracy.

Despite the progress made in this field of research, the number of neighbours could

only be controlled prior to the network's deployment, during the initial planning and

site determination phase. The lack of an automated method of always ensuring that a

wireless multi-hop network node had the optimal number of neighbours led to the

design of topology control algorithms.

2.5 Topology Control for Wireless Multi-hop Networks

2.5.1 Overview

Topology control can be ,iewed as a product of the prior research work conducted to

determine the optimal number of neighbours in a wireless multi-hop network. This

recent field of study ultimately aims to automate the process of creating a network

topology wherein each node in the network is connected to the optimal number of

neighbours, resulting in reduced interference and power consumption, whilst

guaranteeing that the network remains connected. Topology control is often a

compromise between the node's transmission range (which is proportional to the

transmission power), the number of neighbours and the average number of distinct

paths between every source and de:,--tination pair. As a result several complex topology

control algorithms have been proposed.
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The next section details the framework used to analyse the literature that has

accumulated in the creation of topology control algorithms.

2.5.2 Framework for Analysing Work Related to Topology Control

The reVlew of related work was conducted with the aid of the following

characteristics identified within the literature. The aim of this framework is to help

categorise and critically analyse the published work in this field.

i. Node characteristics

Node characteristics refer to the hardware and firmware platforms utilised by the

nodes. Networks comprised of these nodes can be classified as either homogeneous

or heterogeneous. Homogeneous networks contain nodes with the same

characteristics, such as antenna type, transmission range, routing protocol, and so

on. On the other hand, heterogeneous networks contain nodes with varymg

characteristics most often the transmission range.

it Information Requirements

All topology control algorithms require information in order to perform their

functions. There is an inherent trade-off be1;v;-een the quality of the information

required and the cost of performing the algorithm. Higher quality information

results in higher control message overheads, w-hich adversely affect the

performance of the network. The information that is required by topology control

algorithms usually come in one of three types, namely:

a. Location information
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b. Direction information

c. Neighbour information

Location-based topology control algorithms rely on the network node's ability to

determine its location usually through the use of a GPS-based system. Direction

based algorithms assume that network nodes do not know their positions but

possess the ability to estimate the relative direction of each neighbour. The most

common information requirement for topology control algorithms is neighbour

based information. Neighbours are distinguished by some form of identification,

usually an Internet Protocol address and are usually ordered by link quality. The

works reviewed are based on a requirement for neighbour-based information.

ill. Architecture

The architectural structure refers to the functioning of the topology control scheme.

Some schemes use a single (usually central) node to determine the best

connectivity for each node in the network. Other schemes are distributed in nature

whereby each node determines its own best connectivity based on the information

gathered. Connectivity relates to the number of neighbours that a node is able to

connect to, or within transmission range.

iv. Link. Characteristics

This refers to the types of links that are eventually created by a topology control

algorithm. Links can be either uni-directional or bi-directional in nature.
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v. Connectivity Flexibility

Ibis refers to a topology control algorithm's ability to vary the connectivity of the

network that is created once the algorithm is applied. Some algorithms possess the

ability to create a network topology with varying degrees of connectedness (k

connectedness) whilst other algorithms do not offer such flexibility.

vi. Suitability for low-cost community-based wireless multi-hop networks

This work focuses on community-based wireless mesh networks. As such, the

issue ofcost must be considered when evaluating topology control algorithms. The

costs considered stem from the computational cost of the topology control

algorithm, which in turn determines the cost of the hardware.

2.6 Review of Topology Control Algorithms

The review is presented in chronological order to portray the evolution of the

topology control algorithms proposed to-date.

i. Topology Control for Multihop Packet Radio Networks (Bu, 1993)

Ibis work represents one of the earliest topology control algorithms to be formulated.

Both a centralised and distributed versions of the Novel Topology Control a-.'TC)

algorithm are described.

i'<'TC adopted a two-step approach in which a network with good connectivity is

created via the use of the Delaunay Triangulation (DT) algorithm and the resulting

network topology's capacity is optimised. The DT algorithm is implemented at a
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central node and was used to maximise the minimum angle of all triangles in the

original network topology. The result of this process was the reduction in the average

number of neighbours for the nodes in the network.

The distributed version of the NTC algorithm differs from the centralised version by

requiring every node in the network to implement the DT algorithm independently.

This version eliminates the transferring of data to a central site and the subsequent

wait until the results of the processing can be returned, but it does have its

disadvantages as well.

The disadvantages of the centralised version are discussed first. No mention is made

of the central node selection criteria and the subsequent process of alerting the other

nodes in the network of the identity of the selected node. The use of the centralised

NTC algorithm also introduces unnecessary latency into the topology control process.

All the nodes in the network must submit their local neighbourhood information to the

central node and must wait until the results of the processing can be returned to them

before adjusting their transmission powers.

The processed information that ",ill be returned to the network nodes will not reach

all the nodes in the network simultaneously due to the multi-hop nature of the

networks being considered. This situation may inadvertently compromise the return of

the processed information. The reason for this is that a path that existed before the

application of the centralised 1'ilC algorithm may no longer exist after one or more

intermediate nodes in the original path act on the information obtained from the
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Table -2-9 - Cbaracteristics ofcentralJsed NTC Ho, 1993)
Algorithm CharacteristiCll Value

Node eharacteristiCll heterogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based

Architecture centralised

Link eharacteristiCll Symmetric (bidirectional)

Connectivity flexibility k-connectivity, flexible

Suitability for low-cost eommunity- Not suitable due tC' the use of a central

based networks node for computation, the need for global

knowledge and unnecessarily high

latency.

central node. At best, a suboptimal path to the destination will have to be chosen. At

worst, the processed information will not reach the intended destination.

Another concern is the scalability of the centralised NTC algorithm. As the number of

nodes increases, the average path length from the outer regions of the network to the

central node will increase thereby increasing the latency and the possibility that routes

from the central node to the outer regions would have changed as intermediate nodes

apply the changes to their transmission power. New routes would have to be found,

increasing the communication overhead of this algorithm. This issue and the ones

identified above impact severely on the practicality of the centralised NTC algorithm.

Additional characteristics of the centralised NTC algorithm are given in Table 2-9.

The distributed "tIo'TC algorithm has its fair share of problems as well. This version

assumes that all the nodes in the network possess the ability to compute the DT



Table -2-IO-Characteristics ofdistributed NTC lBo, 1993)
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based

Architecture distributed

Link characteristics Symmetric (bidirectional)

Connectivity flexibility k-eonnectivity, flexible I
Suitability for low-eost community- Not suitable due The assumption that

based networks every node possess computational ability

to process the DT algorithm. No

synchronisation IS provided to aid m

maintaining network connectivity.

algorithm in order to reduce its number of neighbours. The synchronisation required

to aid in the maintenance of network connectivity is disregarded. A situation could

occur where two neighbouring nodes are in differing stages in their execution of the

distributed NTC algorithm and the result is that the link between them is broken due

to the lack of synchronisation in the execution of the algorithm. Additional

characteristics of this work are listed in Table 2-10.

ii. Topology Control of Mnltihop Wireless Networks using Transmit

Power Adjustment (Ramanathan and Rosales-Hain, 20(0)

This work aimed to create a fully-eonnected wireless multi-hop network topology

""Mst minimising the maximum transmission power utilised. Two centralised

topology control algorithms were presented to achieve the authors' aim.
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Table -2-11 - Characteristics ofCONNECT (Ramanathan and RosaIes-Hain. 2000)

Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Information Requirements location-based

Architecture centralised

Link characteristics Symmetric (bidirectional)

Connectivity flexibility Nonflexible (k=l)

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable due to the use of a central

based networks node for computation, the need for global

knowledge and location information and

unnecessarily high latency.

I

The first algorithm, named CONNECT was designed to create k-eonnectivity, where

k=I. This results in the formation of a connected network that contains the minimum

amount of route redundancy and the creation of many critical nodes, whose failure

would result in the partitioning of the network. These critical nodes are also potential

bottlenecks for the network's throughput. The characteristics of the COl\'1'.'ECT

topology control algorithm is presented in Table 2-11.

The second centralised topology control algorithm named BICONNECT was

designed to create a k-eonnected network where k=2. The resultant network is an

improvement on the CONNECTed version as the route redundancy is improved and

the impact of the performance bottlenecks that previously existed has been reduced.

The characteristics of the BICONNECT topology control algorithm are presented in

Table2-l2.
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Table -2-12 - Cbaracteristics ofBICONNECT CRamanatban and RosaIes-Bain, 2000\
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Information Requirements location-based

Architecture centralised

Link characteristics Symmetric (bidirectional)

Connectivity flexibility Nonflexible (k=2)

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable due to the use of a central

based networks node for computation, the need for global

knowledge and location information and

unnecessarily high latency.

The authors make no mention of the central node selection criteria and the subsequent

process of informing all the nodes in the network of the identity of the central node.

Due to the centralised nature of the CON1'·,TECT and BICONNECT topology control

algorithms, they suffer from the same drawbacks that are discussed in our review of

(Ho, 1993). These drawbacks impact severely on the practicality of the C01\'NECT

and BICONNECT algorithms.

ill. Analysis of a Cone-Based Distributed Topology Control Algorithm for

Wireless Multi-Hop Networks (CBTC) (Li, et al, 2001), (Li, et al, 2(05)

This work introduces the Cone-Based Topology Control algorithm that allows each

node to individually adjust its transmission power. Each node divides its transmission

range into distinct cones according to some value of a (angle of a cone in degrees).
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Table -2-13 -Characteristics ofCBTC (Li, et al, 200n
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Information Requirements direction-based

Architecture Distributed

Link characteristics bi-directional (after optimisation)

Connectivity flexibility Flexible, dependent on a

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable beca~e of the necessary

based networks ability to determine the relative directions

of its neighbours. The lack of

synchronisation between neighbours IS

also a stumbling block.

CBTC attempts to minimise the maximum transmission power required to ensure that

the node has a neighbour in every cone in its transmission range.

Although CBTC is a distributed algorithm, it cannot be utilised on low-cost, resource-

constrained wireless multi-hop network nodes because it requires that nodes possess

the ability to estimate the direction from which transmissions are being received. This

ability aids in identifying the cones in which its neighbours reside.

The focus on minimising each node's transmission range of every node in the network

may also inadvertently lead to a reduction in the redundancy of the network, thereby

increasing the possibility of bottleneck nodes that negatively affect the network's

throughput. The lack of synchronisation between neighbouring nodes is a concern as

CBTC requires feedback from its neighbours in the torm of acknowledgements to



Hello messages. The failure ofa neighbour to respond to a broadcasted Hello message

may inadvertently cause an increase in the broadcast node's transmission power as it

seeks to find a neighbour in that particular cone. A summary of CBTC's

characteristics is listed in Table 2-13.

iv. Fault-Tolerant and 3-Dimensional Distributed Topology Control

Algorithms in Wireless Multi-Hop Networks (Bahramgiri, et at. 2002)

The CBIC algorithm was extended via CBTC-3D by improving the redundancy of

the network topology as well as considering a 3-dimensional scenario such as the

interior of a multi-storeyed building (Bahramgiri, et al, 2002). The review of (Li, et al,

2001), (Li, et al, 2005) indicated that the original CBTC algorithm reduced the

redundancy in the network, therefore reducing the fault-tolerant nature of the network.

Bahramgiri, et al (2002), aimed to guarantee the fault-tolerant nature of the network

by ensuring that the resulting network preserves k-connectivity. The ability to detect

neighbours in 3-dimensional space was also introduced by using the concept of cones

that was introduced in the original CBIC algorithm.

The disadvantages of this work include the necessary requirement that the nodes in

the network possess the ability to determine the relative directions of its neighbours in

3-dimensional space. Another disadvantage is the lack of synchronisation between

neighbouring nodes that could inadvenently increase the transmission power required

to maintain the k-connectivity of the network. Additional characteristics of this

topology control algorithm are sho'\\TI in Table 2-14.
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TabIe-2-14 Characteristics of CBTC-3D . . et at, 2002)

Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Information Requiremeuts direction-based

Architecture Distributed

Link characteristics bi-directional (after optimisation)
,

Connectivity flexibility Flexible, dependent on (l

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable becau'>e of the necessary

based networks ability to determine the relative directions

of its neighbours in 3-dimensional space.

The lack of synchronisation between

neighbours is also a stumbling block.

v. Load-Sensitive Transmission Power Control in Wireless Ad-hoc

Networks (park and Sivaknmar, 2002)

Prior work has dealt with utilising the minimum power required to achieve k-

connectivity. This work differs in that it aims at adjusting the transmission power of

every node in the network to achieve the maximum possible throughput. The two

topology control algorithms proposed in this work determine the optimal transmission

power for each node in the network based on the traffic load that each node

experiences, the total number of nodes in the network and the area covered by the

network.

The first algorithm, named Co=on Power Control (CPC) asSlgn< a common

transmission power to all the nodes in the network. CPC ayoids the use of a

centralised node by having each node determine its own optimal transmission power
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Table -2-15 - Characteristks ofCPC (Park and Sivakumar, 2002)
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics homogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based with traffic load.

Architecture Distributed

Link characteristics both bi-directional and directional

Connectivity flexibility inflexible

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable due to the use of the

based networks broadcast mechanism and the excessive

overhead created. Also requires

knowledge of the area covered by the

network..

based on local information and subsequently floods the network. with this information

via advertisements. All the nodes in the network. then adopt the largest advertised

transmission power.

CPC does possess some disadvantages that compromise its practicality. First, the use

of the broadcast mechanism to determine the largest transmission power does not

guarantee that all the nodes in the network. will receive the largest transmission power

advertisement Flooding is an inherently unreliable communication mechanism due to

the potential for collisions, which result in the loss of transmission power adjustments.

This phenomenon is compounded as the size of the network. grows. As a result either

one of two situations may occur; either a suboptimal transmission power is globally

adopted if that particular transmission power advertisement was received by all the

nodes in the network., or, differing transmission powers will be utilised in differing
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Table-2-16-Chara<:teristics ofIPC lParkand Sivaknmar. 2002)
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Informatiou Requirements Neighbour-based with traffic load

Architecture Distributed

Link characteristics both bi-directional and directional

Connectivity flexibility inflexible

Suitability for low-cost commuuity- Not suitable due to the use of the

based networks transmission load as a transmission

power adjustment criterion. Could lead to

network topology instability as the traffic

load fluctuates.

regions of the network. Both situations may result in a less than maximum network

throughput despite the excessive overhead created by the broadcasting mechanism.

Second, the use of the traffic load as one of the transmission power adjustment criteria

is also a disadvantage. The traffic load is dynamic and thus may change rendering a

node's transmission power advertisement obsolete during the time taken to receive the

common transmission power. Additional characteristics of the CPC algorithm are

listed in Table 2-15.

The second algorithm, named Independent Power Control (IPC) was designed to

allow each node in the network to choose its own transmission power, thus avoiding

the latency and overhead introduced by CPC. IPC chooses its transmission power in

exactly the same manner as CPC; they both utilise the traffic load. IPC suffers from
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two important disadvantages; first, it disregards the synchronisation required to aid in

maintaining the connectivity of the network during the process of applying the

algorithm. Second, the use of the traffic load as a transmission power adjustment

criterion could lead to network topology instability due to the dynamic nature of the

traffic load experienced at a network node. Additional characteristics of IPC are listed

in Table 2-16.

vi. A Cooperative Nearest Neighbours Topology Control Algorithm for

Wireless Ad Hoc Networks (Gerhan. et ai, 2003)

This work represents the first topology control algorithm with the potential to be

deployed on low cost, resource-eonstrained wireless multi-hop network nodes. The

proposed algorithm does not require specialised hardware and has minimal

computational needs.

This algorithm uses local neighbourhood information to control the number of

neighbours of each node in the network. This results in each node independently

adjusting its transmission power to satisfy the algorithm. The algorithm does not

guarantee that each node ""ill have k neighbours but it rather tries to maintain the

number of neighbours within kmm <= number of neighbours (k) <= kmax. The choice of

the value for kinin is not discussed which may result in the optimal network topology

not being created. The authors suggest that kmax = kmm + 6. An additional criticism of

this work is the disregard for the synchronisation required to aid in ensuring that the

topology control process does not result in a partitioned network in some scenarios.

Additional characteristics of this work are listed in Table 2-17.
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Table -2-17 - Characteristies of (Gerbarz, et aI, 2003)
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based

Architecture Distributed

Link characteristics bi-directional

Connectivity flexibility Flexible, bounded [kmm;kmaxJ

Suitability for low-cost community- Suitable despite D0t synchronising the

based networks transmission power adjustment Requires

only local neighbourhood information

and does not require specialised I

hardware.
I

vii. XTC: A Practical Topology Control Algorithm for Ad-Hoc Networks

(Watenhofer and Zollinger, 2004)

The distributed XTC algorithm caters for 3-dimensional situations and allows a node

to order its neighbours by decreasing link quality. Each node creates its neighbour

order and exchanges it with its neighbouring nodes. The nodes in the network

detennine their local neighbourhood (the collection of neighbouring nodes) after

receiving the neighbour orders from all of its neighbours.

In general t=s node A builds or maintains a direct communication link to node B if

node A has no other neighbour (node C) that can more easily reach node B. \Vhilst

this process does ensure that links with the highest quality are maintained, it does add

to the computational complexity of the algorithm, because the neighbours orders of

neighbouring nodes must be consulted when deciding on the local neighbourhood.
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Table -2-18 - Characteristics of XTC (Watenhofer and Zollinl!er.2(04)
Algorithm Charaderistks Value

Node ~haracteristics heterogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based

Architectnre Distributed

Link ~haracteristics bi-directional

Connectivity flexibiJity inflexible

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable due to t.he overhead incurred

based networks during the exchange of neighbour orders

and the computational complexity

introduced during their processing. The

lack of synchronisation is also a

disadvantage. I
I,

Additional disadvantages of this approach include the overhead created during the

process of exchanging anode's neighbour orders amongst its neighbours, the

reduction in the redundancy of the network created by the XTC algorithm, as well as

the lack of synchronisation amongst neighbouring nodes. The characteristics of this

algorithm are listed in Table 2-18.

viii. Design and Analysis of an MST-Based Topology Control Algorithm

(Li, Hou and Sha, 2005)

LMST constructed a global network topology by having each netlvork node construct

its own local MST independently. The algorithm guards against a situation in w"hich a

node has too many neighbours by enforcing an upper bound of 6 on the number of

neighbours considered. This allows for the creation of a global network topology



Table-2-19 Characteristics ofLMST (Li. HOlllllld Sha, 2f1M)

Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics homogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based, location based

Architecture distributed

Link characteristics Uni-directional and bi-directional. Can

be optimised to ensure complete

bidirectionality

Connectivity flexibility Flexible, bounded to a maximum node

degreeof6

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable, the algorithm is too severe

based networks in its optimisation and results in the

creation of a high number of critical

links, thereby increasing the probability

of network partitioning.

where the node degree is bounded by 6, thereby reducing the MAC-level interference

and contention.

LMST in its basic form created a network topology that may consist of both uni-

directional and bi-directional links. Uni-directional links do not allow for the proper

functioning of the Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanisms of the IEEE 802.11

standard. LMST addresses this problem by providing an optional optirnisation that

ensures that all the links in the network are bi-directional. A Sllmmary of LMST is

found in Table 2-19.
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Simulation of LMST (Li and Hou, 2005) showed that it reduces the MAC-level

contention, but at the expense of the overall redundancy and resulting reliability of the

network. LMST is shown to achieve an average node degree of 2 which does not fall

within the optimal range of neighbours [4 - 9], depending on the assumptions made

and the overall network model utilised.

ix. Interference-Efficient Topology Control in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks

(WU and Liao, 2006)

The goal of this work was to produce an interference-efficient wireless multi-hop

network topology via the use of the Low Interference-Load Neighbourhood Forest

(LILNF) algorithm. The interference load refers to the number of nodes that

contribute interference to a node2
•

LILNF was a centralised algorithm which required the interference load of each node

in the network to be sent to a centralised node for processing. This algorithm

attempted to minimise the interference load of every node in the network whilst

maintaining the network connectivity. Network connectivity is ensured by checking

that a path between every pair of nodes in the network exists.

The LILNF algorithm does have its disadvantages, v.ilich include the use of a

centralised node for the necessary computations, the assumption that such a node

exists, the communication overhead incurred during the transmission of every node's

local neighbourhood information, as well as the delay in receiving the output from the

central node. The characteristics ofLILN'"F can be found in Table 2-20.

~ The interference load should not be confused ~iIh the node dezee since interference can be
contnbuted by nodes outside of the local neighbourhood. -
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Table -2-20 - Characteristics ofLILNF (WU and Liaa, 2006)
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics homogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based with interference load

Architecture Centralised

Link characteristics bidirectional

Connectivity flexibility inflexible

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable due te the use of a central

based networks node for computation, the need for global

knowledge and the communication

overhead created.

An extension to the LILNF topology control algorithm, the Low Interference-Load

Spanner Topologies algorithm, is an attempt to maintain a low interference network

topology whilst ensuring that the path lengths between every pair of nodes in the

network are below a certain threshold.

Due to LILS1's centralised nature, it suffers from all of ihe disadvantages of LlLNF

despite its consideration for the average paih length in ihe network. This consideration

merely increases the computational complexity of the algorithm. The characteristics

ofLILST can be found in Table 2-21.
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Table -2-21 - Characteristics ofLILST /WU and Liao, 2006)
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics homogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based with interference load

Architecture Centralised

Link characteristics bidirectional

Connectivity flexibility inflexible

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable due te the use of a central

based networks node for computation, the need for global

knowledge and the communication

overhead created. Adds to the

computational complexity of LILNF.

L Localized Fault-Tolerant Topology Control in Wireless Ad Hoc

Networks (Li and Hon, 20(6)

This work aimed at preserving the redundancy of the vrireless multi-hop network by

preserving its k<onnectivity. Both a centralised and distributed algorithm were

devised with this goal in mind-

Fault-tolerant Global Spanning Subgraph (FGSSk) is a centralised topology control

algorithm that allows for the connectivity levels to be specified (k<onnectivity).

Connectivity is preserved by minimising the maximum transmission power of the

nodes in the network. By virtue of this min-max property, FGSSk can maximise the

lifetime ofthe network when nodes with self-contained power sources are considered.
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Table -2-22 - Cbaraeteristics of FGss"lLi and Hon, 20061
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics homogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based, location based

Architecture Centralised

Link characteristics Symmetric (bidirectional)

ConneetMty flexibility k-eonnectivity, flexible

Suitability for low-eost community- Not suitable due to the use of a central

based networks node for computation, the need for global

knowledge and the need for location

information.

FGSSk requires a single network node (preferably centrally situated) to possess global

knowledge of the network. lbis requirement is in direct conflict with the philosophy

of wireless ad-hoc networking. Additionally, the collection and distribution of the

information required by the algorithm is likely to consume a high proportion of the

limited bandwidth available ifpractically implemented.

The practical implementation of FGSSk in a low-eost wireless multi-hop network is

likely to pose a number of challenges. First, a central network node for the purpose of

collecting the required information and subsequently disseminating the information

needed to form the required network topology (this information will need to be

multicast to every other node in the network) is required. Second, the network

throughput is likely to deteriorate due to the transmission of the control data necessary

for the functioning of FGSSk algorithm. Third, the selection of the optimal update

interval is a trade-off between the re.>1'Onsiveness of the topology control algorithm
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Table -2-23 - Characteristics ofF'LSSt. (Li and HoB, 2006)
Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics homogeneous

Infonnation Requirements Neighbour-based, location based

Architecture Distributed

Link characteristics Symmetric (bidirectional)

Connectivity flexibility k-eonnectivity, flexible

Suitability for low-cost community- Not suitable due to the lack of

based networks synchronisation.

and the overall network throughput and lastly, the need for location information either

via GPS or triangulation methods are unrealistic requirements for low cost, resource-

constrained network nodes. The characteristics of the FGSSk algorithm can be found

in Table 2-22.

In response to some of the challenges posed by the centralised FGSSk algorithm, the

distributed Fault-tolerant Local Spanning Subgraph (FLSSk) was introduced. FLSSk

alleviates the need for a central authority by distributing the algorithm amongst all the

nodes in the network. Each node has the ability to adjust its own transmission power.

Heno messages are used to collect the data used by the algorithm. FLSSk possesses

the ability to ensure that all the transmission links in the network topology are bi-

directional. Table 2-23 presents the other relevant characteristics ofFLSSk

Although the effectiveness of FLSSk is proven VIa simulation, a practical

implementation is presently not feasible due to the computational complexity

involved in forming a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). An additional concern relates
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to the lack of synchronisation amongst neighbouring nodes. A lack of synchronisation

amongst nodes in differing stages of the execution of the algorithm may result in a

node's inability to respond to a request for information issued by one of its

neighbours. Such a situation results in the use of incomplete local neighbourhood

information to compute a node's transmission power, thereby resulting in the creation

of a sub-optimal network. The characteristics ofFLSSk are shown in Table 2-23.

2.7 Summary of Work Related to Topology Control

Topology Control algorithms were devised to automate the process of ensuring the

creation and subsequent maintenance of optimal wireless multi-hop network

topologies. These algorithms often have competing design criteria and as a result they

are usually a compromise between a node's transmission range, its node degree

(number of neighbours), the network throughput, the interference levels experienced

and the average number of distinct paths between every source and destination pair in

the network.

The review of proposed topology control algorithms has identified that none are

unsuitable for low-cost, resource-constrained v.ireless multi-hop network nodes due to

the algorithms' computational complexity, high communication overhead and

information requirements that require capabilities currently not available for low cost,

resource-.:onstrained v.ireless multi·hop network nodes. These topology control

algorithms can also lead to network instability due to a lack of synchronisation

amongst neighbouring nodes (possibly resulting in a partitioned network) whilst

converging in deployed scenarios.
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The review process, aided with the two specially formulated frameworks, has

provided the design criteria for a practical topology control algorithm that can be used

by low cost, resource-eonstrained wireless multi-hop network nodes. These design

criteria are briefly introduced in Section 2.8.

2.8 Summary of the Required Design Criteria for a Topology
Control Algorithm for Low Cost, Resource-Constrained
Wireless Multi-hop Network Nodes

The literature reviews of the optimal node degree (number of neighbours) and

topology control algorithms as well as the use of specially formulated literature

analysis frameworks has identified the design criteria necessary for a practical

topology control algorithm for low cost, resource-eonstrained network nodes. A list of

the identified design criteria follows. Detailed discussions on the design criteria can

be found in Chapter Four.

The identified design criteria, listed in no particular order, are:

1. The use ofa distributed algorithm;

n. Minimal computation;

lll. Minimal communication overhead;

IV. Minimal information requirements (we advocate only the use of the node

degree);

v. Minimal latency;

VI. Maintenance of network connectivity;

V11. Maintenance of the optimum levels of redundancy;

V1l1. Provision of synchronicity behveen neighbouring nodes. and
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IX. Heterogeneous transmission radii.

These criteria listed above are used in the design of our practical topology control

algorithm entitled "Token-based Topology Control".

Despite the nine design criteria listed, the list is incomplete. The missing criterion in

this list is the optimal minimum number of neighbours3 that each network node

should maintain (wherever possible) in a practical network topology. This problem is

addressed as the subject of Chapter Three.

J The optimum minimal number of neighbours ensures that the optimal levels of redundancy are
maintained in a practical wireless multi-hop network topology.



CHAPTER THREE

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIMAL
NUMBER OF NEIGHBOURS IN A STATIC WIRELESS

MULTI-HOP NETWORK

3.1 Overview

The literature review conducted in Chapter Two into research on the optimal number

of neighbours has identified the lack of simulation using widely accepted simulation

tools. Also lacking was the use of network topologies that leverage the arrangement of

houses and buildings. The "magic numbers" as well as their upper and lower bounds

were almost exclusively proven via mathematical modelling and the random

distribution of the network nodes.

In this chapter we evaluate five practical wireless multi-hop network topologies, (refer

to Fig. 1.4), in order to determine the required optimal number of neighbours. The

results of this evaluation ",ill be used as the lower bound for the optimal number of

neighbours that our proposed topology control algorithm will be required to maintain.

3.2 Simulation Methodology

The overall goal of the experiments conducted was to determine the optimal minimum

average node degree (number of neighbours) based on the nerwork topologies sho\\'ll

in Fig.3. The performance of the network topologies was based on their ability to

facilitate the rouring protocol's creation of routes to the intended destinations as well
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as the subsequent delivery of data. The performances of the selected networks were

evaluated under "perfect" conditions (where none ofthe nodes failed) as well as under

the scenario where randomly chosen critical nodes4 were chosen to be disconnected5

for a maximum period of 150s.

These evaluations are based on the simulation of 30 wireless nodes spread over a

rectangular 1000m x 600m flat space for 900s of simulated time. The wireless nodes

in this study were modelled on a Linksys WRT54G6 version 2 wireless router

(Linksys Inc, 2007) using ns-2. A copy of the simulation script where the Linksys

WRT54G was modelled can be found in Appendix A and B. This particular router is

popular amongst community-based wireless user groups around the world and

deployments of this router as a wireless multi-hop network node (along with open-

source firmware) span the globe (1vleraka Institute, 2005), (Tibetan technology

Centre, 2005), (Lancaster Mesh, 2006).

For relative comparisons beNieen network topologies, identical network loads were

applied to each topology. Ns-2 allows traffic loads to be pre-generated and used as

input into the overall simulation model. Sixteen unique traffic loads were generated

resulting in sixteen simulation runs per network topology with the number of source-

destination pairs varying from 15 to 28.

All data was collected usmg purpose-written scripts as well as Tracegraph

(Tracegraph, 2007), which is a tool for analysing the trace files generated by each

'NetWork nodes that are intermediaries for any two other nodes in the network. Their fui!ure may result
in the use of an alternate route or in the worst case. the failure to reach the intended destination.
'Term used to refer to node fuilure .
6 See Appendix D for Linksys WRT54G specificatioI15
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simulation run in ns-2. Only results that fell within a 90% confidence interval for the

number of data packets sent are considered. It is anticipated that the use of the

confidence interval will aid in the credibility of the results reported.

The following metrics were chosen to evaluate the relative performances of the

selected wireless multi-hop network topologies. They are:

1. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): the percentage of application layer packets

containing wrique packet ills received at the intended destinations as well

as the average packet delivery per second;

n. Routing Overhead: the number of routing packets transmitted. Only wrique

packet ills are taken into account despite the number of hops traversed,

and

Ill. Average End-ta-End Delay: the delay experienced en-route from source

node to destination node.

The results per network topology will be presented in the forthcoming sections. Since

the aim of this experiment was to determine the optimal average node degree, the

results for the network topologies \\111 be manipulated to reflect the performance per

node degree (refer to Table 3-1 for the manipulation from the network topology to the

node degree).

3.3 Simulation Environment

The Network Simulator-2 (ns-2) (hrrp::www.isi.edunanamns) (version 2.29 running

on an lJbuntu Linu.x 6.06 LTS operating system) was chosen to conduct this study due

to its support for the IEEE 802.11 standards \\1th many subsequent patchesiupdates
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published by the ns-2 user community to improve the IEEE 802.11 simulation model

(Marco Fiore, 2004). This has resulted in its popularity (Kurkowski, et al, 2005)

within the wireless network and Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANEn research

communities.

In this section we describe the models of the various layers of the IEEE 802.11

protocol stack and the criteria for choosing the network topologies.

3.3.1 Physical and Data Link Layer Model

As mentioned earlier some of the updates provided for ns-2 help to model the noise

experienced by wireless signals operating in the 2.40Hz band. For the purposes of

this study we assume the use of omni-directional antennas with a gain of 4dBi

resulting in a transmission range of approximately l20m when combined with the

two-ray ground signal reflection model.

3.3.2 Medium Access Control

The simulation's link layer model is not completely based on the IEEE 802.11 tvfA.C

protocol defined in the standard. Our link layer model is instead based on the link

layer that is implemented ""ith most real-world IEEE 802.11 equipment (Linksys Inc,

2007). The MAC protocol defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard follows the Request

To-Send, Clear-To-Send, Data and Acknowledgement sequence. Commercial

products are shipped ""ith the request-to-send clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) protocol

turned off by default, thereby resulting in its extremely limited use. Additionally,
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research shows that RTS/CTS impedes the performance of a wireless multi-hop

network (Xll, et al, 2002), (WU and Hou 2005).

3.3.3 Packet Buffering Model

Every wireless multi-hop network node in the simulation contains a buffer (queue)

containing both data and control packets that are awaiting transmission. The buffer is

able to accommodate 50 packets and implements the drop-tail queue management

algorithm which requires minimal management. In addition, the queue is configured

to afford a higher priority to the routing protocol's control packets.

3.3.4 Data Traffic Model

Constant bit rate (CBR) traffic sources were chosen to simulate the Application Layer

communication between nodes in the network. Despite lacking realism (most real

world Application Layer traffic is of a bursty nature), it was deemed that the use of

CBR traffic would not have impacted on the relative abilities of the network

topologies being investigated to facilitate the delivery of the packets to their intended

destinations.

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) was chosen as the transport layer delivery

protocol due to it's the minimal overhead created during the delivery process

compared to the Transmission Control Protocol. Thus the CBR traffic sources are

delivered using UDp·s best-effort delivery model.
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A sending rate of 4 packets per second was chosen with the number of CBR traffic

sessions between source-destination pairs varying from 15 to 28. The traffic sessions

end either when the simulation run ends (after a period of 900s) or a maximum of

1000 packets is transmitted. A minimal packet size of64 bytes was employed.

3.3.5 Multi-Hop Network Routing Protocol

The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) (perkim:, et al, 2003) routing

protocol was chosen to aid in the performance evaluation of the network topologies

depicted in Fig. 3. Although AODV is an on-demand routing protocol, it does offer

some advantages in stationary wireless multi-hop networks which includes:

1. Routes to destinations are created only when necessary;

11. On-demand routing protocols typically react well to the link failures that

invariably occur even in stationary networks;

ill. AODV favours less congested routes to their shorter counterparts, and

IV. Real-world implementations of the protocol exist and can be used in test

beds to validate the results obtained and presented in this work.

No changes were made to the default settings provided by ns-2 version 2.29 for the

AODV routing protocol.

3.3.6 Criteria for Choosing Network Topologies

Two criteria for the ",ireless multi-hop network topologies chosen to be used in this

study were identified. These criteria were:
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1. The network topologies chosen must leverage the regular, uniform

arrangement of buildings in a typical South African community (refer to

Fig. 1.3), and

ii. A variety in the average number of neighbours was sought (thereby

varying the levels of contention for the transmission medium). This

requirement was necessary for determining the optimal average number of

neighbours for a stationary wireless multi-hop network.

3.4 Simulation and Experiments Results

This section presents the results obtained from our investigation into the optimal

number of neighbours in a wireless multi-hop network that leverages the layout of a

typical South African community. The results for both the "perfect" and node failure

scenarios are offered. These results are presented based on the network topology as

well as the average node degree (number of neighbours). The average node degrees

for each network topology can be found in Table 3-1. Both the Ribbon and Spine

topologies have the same average node degree and thus the average of the two results

",ill be used for an average node degree of 2. Note that the average node degrees are

independent of the two scenarios being considered.
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Table-3-2 .Anolication Laver oackets oer oetwork to .oer simulation run
Random Ribbon Spine Sparse Hex Square Grid
Topology Topology Topology Topology Topology
"Perfect" Node ~ NOde ~ NOde "Perfect" NOde "-- Node
~ ~ rn- """""""" Dis<oonecti
00 ion ion ion 00

Run I 2363" 23571 24695 23619 23588 23631 23593 23614 23878 23890

Run 2 Bm 13725 13785 13758 13766 13738 13743 13748 13768 13750

Run 3 18255 18259 18240 18264 18268 18263 18251 18265 18254 18259

Run 4 15613 15629 15649 15642 15622 15605 15625 15617 15627 15607

Run 5 19963 19982 19958 19974 19972 19958 19959 19966 19963 19984

Run 6 16470 16445 16473 16466 16450 16470 16477 16475 1646" 16446

Run 7 22360 22364 22341 22338 22344 22352 22370 22370 22354 22374

Run 8 19893 19860 19880 19881 19850 19897 19851 19892 19869 19861

Run 9 18570 18562 18576 18559 18528 18545 18541 18552 18554 18532

Run 10 11783 11785 11776 11796 11780 11754 11781 uno 11780 11769

Run 11 15447 15406 15430 15413 15411 15440 15432 15419 15430 15419

Run 12 15420 15409 15402 15416 15420 15407 15417 15418 15415 15425

Run 13 15413 15445 15422 1541" 15457 15430 15429 15417 15430 15445

Run 14 19578 19561 19581 19571 19850 19578 19564 19591 i 19643 19656

Run 15 18342 18303 18274 I 18292 18303 18288 18299 18317 18305 18294

Run 16 24695 24664 24678 24704 24670 24689 24685 24707 24684 24678

As highlighted in the Methodology, only the results of those simulation runs that fell

within the 90% confidence interval for the number of Application Layer packets sent

were reported. The simulation runs for each network topology are identified in Table

3-2. The columns represent each of the network topologies being investigated whilst

the rows represent the number of Application Layer packets sent during each

simulation run for each network topology. The simulation runs that fell within the

confidence interval are highlighted in grey.

3.4.1 Experiment 1: Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the network's ability to deliver the

data packets being sent. A PDR of 0% represents the total failure of the network to

deliver its data packets whilst a PDR of 100% shows that all the data packets in the

network were delivered.
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Table-3-3 Results for the PDR oer network to ' per simulation seenario

Random Ribbon Spine Sparse Hex Square Grid
Topology Topology Topology Topology Topolo !V
"!'meet" Node "!'meet" Node "!'meet" Node "l'eri<ct" Node -!'urea" Node

Disconne Dis<onoect Thsco"""" Dis<onoect [);sconne

ction ion ion ion ction

Run 3 92.81 77.93 88.75 59.05 91.75 3.54 952ll 99.98 100.00 96.12

Run 9 ".96 85.58 87.86 65.47 90.85 16.51 99.99 96.45 100.00 97-43

Run 15 95.63 86.47 92.48 66.98 95.48 22.84 99.99 88.16 100.00 96.75

Averal!e 94.47 83.34 89.69 63.84 92.68 14.31 98.40 94.87 100.00 96.77

12°1
.g 100 +---,--------
&
'" so
.~
~ 60
o
"0 40
'"u 20m
!l-

e
Random Ribbon Spine Sparse Sc:uare
Topology Topology Topology Hex Grid

Topoiog~, iopology

.No Disconnectjons

CDiscOnnec!icns amongst criticai
nCdes

Fig. 3.1- Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) per network topology

Results

Table 3-3 shows the simulation results for the PDR that fell within the 90%

confidence interval. The PDR was obtained as the percentage of Application Layer

packets that arrived at their intended destinations during the course of the simulation

runs. The results for both the "perfect" and node disconnection scenarios are

displayed in Table 3-3. These results were plotted to produce Fig. 3.1 and then

manipulated to determine the relationship between the PDR and the average node

d . F' ~?egree In Ig. .J ._.

Fig. 3.1 depicts the PDRs for the \'lifeless multi-hop network topologies that were

evaluated. It can be clearly seen that for the "perfect" scenario in which no node
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Fig. 3.2 - Packet Delivery Ratio versus the average node degree

disconnections are experienced, all ofthe network topologies perform well; delivering

a minimum of 89.69"10 ofall the Application Layer packets that were sent.

The node disconnection scenario showed that some network topologies handled the

disconnections better than others did. A general trend emerged where the topologies

with the higher average node degrees (such as the Square Grid and Sparse Hex

topologies) emerged with better PDRs than those with lower average node degrees

(such as the Random, Ribbon and Spine topologies). This trend is clearly illustrated in

Fig. 3.2.

The reason for this observed trend is the ability to find an alternate route if the route

that was being utilised \vas disrupted due to a node disconnection. The network

topologies with the higher node degrees tend to have multiple routes from any source

node to any destination node thereby ensuring the redundancy of the network and its

ability to deliver packets to their destinations despite node disconnections.

An additional observation was the average node degree of 4 delivered the most

Application Layer packets in both the "perfect" and node disconnection scenarios.
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Table -3-4 - Results for tbe Rootin2 Overhead per oetwor!< tooolol!v per simolatioo scenario
Random Ribbon Spine Sparse Hex Square Grid
TOpOlogy TOpOlogy TOpOlogy Topology ToooloW
"P..tl:ct" Node "P..tl:ct" Node -- Node "P..tl:ct" Node "P..tl:ct" Node

Dis=me Di=nncct ~ Di=nncct Dis=me
ction ion ion ion ction

Run 3 762 5756 234 257" 262 5198 1501 1642 1862 3726

Run 9 706 3994 222 1889 249 4256 1962 41n 2367 4763

Run 15 763 2483 249 2167 279 3530 1740 4224 2471 5002

Avel"al!e 743 4198 235 2212 263 4328 1734 3346 2233 4497

5000 - -~~--~--~-~----~~----._----
4500 +--------- -------r,--

'0 4000 +--rl--------1
~ 3500
~ 30CO
o 2500
g' 2000
~ 15CO
& 1000

500
o

.Ne Disconnections

CDisconnectiO!"5 alT'ongst critical
ncdes
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Topology Topology
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Tcociogj

Square
Grid

70pC109j

Fig. 3.3 - Routing Overhead per network topology

3.4.2 Experiment 2: Routing Overhead

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the amount of routing protocol

overhead that was created to ensure the PDR that was achieved in the experiments.

The routing overhead was measured as the total number of unique AODV control

messages that were sent during the simulation run.

Results

The results for both the "perfect" and node disconnection scenarios are presented in

Table 3-4. The graph in Fig. 3.3 was produced and then manipulated to determine the

relationship between the Routing Overhead and the average node degree in Fig. 3.4.
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FIg. 3.4 - Routing Overhead versus tbe average node degree
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Fig. 3.3 depicts the routing overhead generated by the routing protocol during the

delivery of the Application Layer packets between source nodes and destination nodes

in the network topologies that were evaluated.

The "perfect" scenario illustrated that the networks with the lower average node

degrees generated the least routing overhead whilst those networks with higher

average node degrees generated the most routing overhead. The amount of routing

overhead generated was related to the redundancy of the network. Networks with

lower redundancy issued fewer route requests due to there being a greater probability

that one of the intermediary nodes would already possess the required roUling

information since all traffic has to pass through a select few of these intermediary

nodes. Fig. 3.4 bears testimony to this observed phenomenon.

The node disconnection scenario showed that the network topologies ",ith lower

average node degrees experienced a large increase in the amount of routing overhead

generated. Fig. 3.3 presents the spike in routing protocol acti\ity that the nodes \\ith

the lower average node degrees experienced in this scenario. The percentage increases

for the Random, Ribbon and Spine topologies were recorded at 565%, 941 % and
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1646% respectively. This is a direct result of the comparative lack of redundancy in

these networks. The increases in the routing overhead of these network topologies

comprised additional route requests as well as the route error messages that were

generated as a result of the node disconnections.

The networks with higher average node degrees reacted better to the node

disconnection scenario with the Sparse Hex and Square Grid topologies reporting

increases of 193% and 201% respectively (based on a comparison to the "perfect"

scenario). These comparatively low increases (also illustrated in Fig. 3.4) are as a

result of the superior redundancy levels that these two network topologies enjoy and

the increase in overhead is comprised mainly of the additional route requests

generated as a result of the node disconnections.

3.4.3 Experiment 3: End-ta-End Delay

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the average time taken to deliver the

Application Layer packets from the source node to the intended destination node.

Results

The results for both the "perfect" and node disconnection scenarios are displayed in

Table 3-5. These results were ploned to produce Fig. 3.5 and then manipulated to

determine the relationship between the End-to-End Delay and the average node

degree in Fig. 3.6. Note that the results are reported in milliseconds.
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Table-3-5 Results for the End-tll-End Delay per network to ' per simulation _rio

Random Ribbon Spine Sparse Hex Square Grid
Topology Topology Topology Topology Topolo ~
"Pe<fed" Node "Pe<fed" Node "Pe<fed" Node "!'edE<t" Node --- Node

Disconne l);,connect Discomlecl Discomlecl Disconne
"'on Mm Mm Mm dion

Run 3 6.6 ll5.l 12.0 221.0 9 7 293.9 3.4 2-6 2.4 25.4

Run 9 5.0 104.5 12.4 284.8 9.8 91.0 3.4 36.1 2.8 20.6

Run 15 5.2 120.6 30.0 252.6 92 130.3 3.2 35.1 2.8 19.7

Averaj!e 5.6 113.4 18.2 252.8 9.4 171.7 3.4 24.6 2.7 21.9

Table-~ Ave"""e Path Len2tb per network to ' per simulatiou seeuario

Random Ribbon Spine Sparse Hex Square Grid
Topology Topology Topology Topology Topolo ~
"!'edE<t" Node "-- Node "!'edE<t" Node ~Per~~" Node --- Node

DOOmne Di=nnect Disconnect Disconnect Disconne
ction Mm Km ion crion

Path 7 6 15 11 11 7 5 5 5 5

Length
(hops)

Fig. 3.6 plots the end-to-end delay experienced during the process of delivering the

Application Layer packets. This process cost includes the time taken to establish a

route as well as the actual delivery of the Application Layer packets, via intermediate

nodes, to their intended destinations. The results obtained for the '"perfect" scenario in

which there are no disconnections shows that there is some proportionality

relationship between the path lengths (refer to Table 3-6) and the end-to-end delays

experienced. This relationship was also found to be true for the node disconnection

scenario as well.

The average node degree affected the end-to-end delay experienced as illustrated in

Fig. 3.6. The networks ",ith lower average node degrees experienced greater end-to-

end-delays than those ",ith higher average node degrees. This situation became much

more acute when node disconnections were taken into account. The Random, Ribbon

and Spine topologies experienced a 2025%, 1389"10 and 1827% increase respectively
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Fig. 3.6 - End-to-End Delay versns the average node degree

in the reported delay. This drastic increase was attributed to the use of more congested

(a1tho1J~b shorter7
) alternate routes to the intended destination and the time taken to

request new routes (this includes the multiple retries afforded by the AODV routing

protocol). The cumulative effect of multiple simultaneous transmissions only

exacerbated the delay experienced.

The networks with the higher average node degrees experienced substantially lower

increases in the end-to-end delay experienced (clearly indicated in Fig. 3.6). The

Sparse Hex and Square Grid topologies experienced increases of 724% and 811 %

, AODV chooses the least congested route instead of the shortest route since the shortest route is not
always the fastest route.
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respectively when compared to the "perfect" scenario. These two networks benefited

from their high levels of route redundancy as well as the fact that the average path

lengths remained unchanged despite the use of alternate routes to the intended

destinations.

3.5 Simulator and Experimental Limitations

Simulation experiments are at best an approximation of the real world. Thus there are

bound to be assumptions made in an effort to model the environment being

considered. This section highlights the assumptions made, the limitations on the

experiments conducted as well as all inherent limitations of the simulation tool that

was utilised. It is acknowledged that one or more of the assumptions made and the

limitations of the experiments and simulation tool could have affected the results

presented.

The assumptions and limitations are:

1. Lack of realistic Application Layer modelling;

A constant bit rate model "vas utilised whereas realistic Application Layer

traffic resembles a variable bit rate traffic stream.

ll. The terrain "vas assumed to be flat with no obstacles

Realistic terrain models consider the elevation of the nodes as well objects

such as trees, ete;

lll. The nodes in the Ribbon, Spine, Sparse Hex and Square Grid topologies

were uniformly spaced, and

IV. The nodes in the net\vork were stationary.
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able -3-7 - Performance Summary
Number ofNeighbours (node degree)

2 3 4 6
~ NOde ~ NOde ~ Node ........... Node

Disconnecti ~ Thscoomecri " IJiscoon«t
an on an ion

PDR 1 1 2 2 4 4 3 3

Routing
4 4 3 2 1 1 2 3

Overhead
Delay 1 1 2 2 4 4 3 3

Score 6 6 7 6 9 9 8 9

T

v. Power consumption was not considered as a factor

VI. All the nodes employ the same transmission power

vu. The IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS mechanism was disabled

3.6 Summary

Table 3-7 summarises the performances of the network topologies surveyed with

regards to their average node degrees. Ratings range from 1 to 4 ""ith I representing

the worst performance and 4 representing the best performance. Table 3-7 helps to

determine the range for the optimum minimal node degree. From the experiments

reponed in Sections 3.4.1 until 3.4.3 as well as the concise summary provided in

Table 3-7, we can recommend that the minimum number of neighbours that a

potential topology control algorithm should maintain must be at least 4. The

difference in the performances of networks (as hi~hlighted by the ratings) ""ith

average node degrees less than 4 highlight the crucial role that topology control

algorithm play in maintaining the optimal network performance.

Based on these findings the Token-based Topology Control algorithm ""ill be

designed to maintain a minimum of 4 nearest neighbours whenever possible. This
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finding considers the problem posed at the end of Section 2.8 and completes the list of

design criteria presented in the same section. The finding of the optimal node degree

of 4, determined in this chapter, agrees with an existing result reported in (Wan and

Vi, 2004) for the same total number ofnodes.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TOKEN-BASED TOPOLOGY CONTROL (TbTC)

4.1 Overview

The application of tokens in networking is not a new phenomenon and can be traced

back to the late 1960s with the introduction of Token Bus (IEEE 802.4) and Token

Ring (IEEE 802.5) networks (Tomsho, et al, 2002). The purpose of the token was to

reduce the collisions experienced when two or more terminals on a network

proceeded to transmit data simultaneously by allowing only the terminal in possession

of the token to transmit. This characteristic of token-based networks allowed for the

synchronisation of communications on the network and is also useful for the

synchronisation of the communication (between neighbouring multi-hop network

nodes) necessary during the process ofperforming a topology control algorithm.

Thus, the purpose of introducing a token into the topology control process is to ensure

that the neighbouring nodes of a node that possesses the token are not busy executing

their own instances of the topology control algorithm concurrently. This ""ill avoid a

situation where neighbouring nodes fail to respond to the requests for information

because they themselves are awaiting the responses to their o""n requests, thereby

leading to the creation of sub-optimal network topologies or even deadlock.

A topology control algorithm that incorporates the use of a token. entitled "Token

based Topology Control" is presented in this chapter. The algorithm has been

designed ""ith the necessary criteria identified in the related literature as well as the
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Table -4-1- Characteristics ofToken-based Topolol!Y Control

Algorithm Characteristics Value

Node characteristics heterogeneous

Information Requirements Neighbour-based

Architectnre Distributed

Link characteristics Both directional and bidirectional

Connectivity flexibility k-eonnectivity, where k >- 4

Suitability for low-eost community- Suitable due to the provision of minimal

based networks computation, minimal communication

overhead and synchronicity between

neighbours via the use ofa token.

optimal average node degree identified io Chapter Three. A brief overview of our

algorithm (based on the framework developed io Section 2.5.2) is given io Table 4-1.

Details of the algorithm as well as the experiments conducted to measure the

effectiveness of the algorithm are presented io subsequent sections of this chapter.

This chapter ends ""ith the observed limitations of our Token-based Topology Control

algorithm.

4.2 Design Criteria and Assumptions

Section 2.8 listed the design criteria that were identified during the review of the

related literature. In this section we provide the motivation for our choice of design

criteria and subsequently detail any assumptions made. The design criteria discussed
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below are not addressed in any particular order and no inferences should be made as

to the position ofindividual criterion.

4.2.1 Distributed Algorithm

The choice of a distributed algorithm alleviates the need for instituting a process for

the election of a central node that performs the topology control algorithm. This

process entails the call for suitable candidate central nodes and the subsequent

notification of all the nodes in the network of the identity of the elected central node.

The process outlined above generates excessive communication overhead which may

affect the network's delivery of data.

A distributed algorithm is favoured because it also avoids the latency that is incurred

when a network node has to wait for the return of the processed data from the central

node in order to adjust its own transmission power. This latency reduces a centralised

algorithm's ability to respond to dynamic changes in the network topology.

4.2.2 Minimal Computation

Most previously proposed topology control algorithms are based on the manipulation

of grnphs in order to determine the optimal network topology via the optimisation of

the network grnph. The computations required for these optimisations are beyond the

computational capacity of the low cost, resource-constrained wireless multi-hop

networ'" nodes being considered.
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The proposed algorithm will only require the ability to compute the optimal number

of neighbours based on their relative distances which are determined via the received

power levels detected by the hardware and ioserted into the higher layer packets.

4.2.3 Node degree infonnation requirements

Some of the previously proposed topology control algorithms required Global

Positioning System (GPS) capabilities, or the relative directions from a node to its

neighbours. These information requirements are not feasible for a topology control

algorithm that is designed for use with low cost, resource-constrained network nodes.

The network nodes being considered do not possess GPS capabilities, as it would

increase the cost of ownership of the node, neither do they possess the ability to

determine the relative directions ofneighbouring nodes.

The network nodes being considered do possess the ability to count the number of

neighbours (node degree) and use this information as input into the proposed topology

control algorithm.

4.2.4 Heterogeneous Transmission Radius

The requirement for heterogeneous transmission radii minimises the total power

consumption of the network, whilst also minimising the interference experienced by

nodes in the network. A heterogeneous transmission radius allows each node in the

network to optimally adjust its transmission power so that it is able to communicate

""ith the required number of neighbours. As a result the levels of interference are

reduced to the minimum determined by the levels of redundancy maintained.
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4.2.5 Maintenance of network connectivity

Despite topology control's purpose to reduce interference and maximise throughput

whilst maintaining the optimal levels of redundancy in the network, an often implicit

requirement is that the network topology remains connected. A partitioned network

topology must be avoided because it trivialises the effectiveness of any topology

control algorithm as no traffic can be routed between the partitioned elements of the

network.

4.2.6 Synchronicity between neighbours

The correct execution of a topology control algorithm involves the exchange of

messages between a node and its neighbours in order to collect the necessary

information. Previously proposed topology control algorithms avoided provision for

situations, where two or more neighbouring network nodes were in differing stages of

the concurrent execution of their 0"11 instances of the topology control algorithm. In

the situation described above, where no form of S)l1chronicity is provided, a node

could issue a request for information and receive no reply because its neighbouring

nodes were busy executing their own instances of the topology control algorithm.

This leads to the incomplete collection of information and the subsequent creation of

a sub-optimal "ireless multi-hop network topology.

4.3 Proposed Algorithm

The Token-based topology control algorithm can be decomposed into three

components, each contributing to the overall functionality of the algorithm. These
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Fig. 4.1 - Components of the Token-based Topology Control A1gonthm

three components are: the transmit power selection and adjustment component, the

next node selection component, and the network connectivity component (refer to Fig.

4.1). Each component is discussed separately in the order in which they are likely to

be invoked.

4.3.1 The Transmit Power Selection and Adjustment Component

The most important aspect of any topology control algorithm is the ability to adjust

the transmission powers of the nodes in the network. The Token-based Topology

Control algorithm selects the appropriate transmission power per node by limiting the

number of neighbouring nodes that are within transmission range to a minimwn of

four ~'herever possible.

Each node in the network initially uses their maximum transmission power. The

optimal transmission power is selected based on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is

detected from the replies to a broadcast Hello message. The optimal transmission

power is the power required to reach the neighbouring node with the fourth-strongest

S"I'iR dependent on the node having four or more neighbours. The transmission power

is then subsequently adjusted to this optimal level.
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Ix - transmission power
N - array containing all the neighbours ofa node
tokenCount - counter indicating the number of times that a node
has received the token
SNR - signal-lo-noise ratio
replyTimeout - tune period dunng which replies to a Hello
message are received

when no de, receives token from node {

endif
nextNode - getNextNodeO
transmit token to next. node

}

funCtlon getNextNode()(
tf (net ghboutS, = 1) then

relJn1 }I[Q]
else

y = ne.ghbour 'Illth mltlUDUm tokenCount
If(y = token prel71ousNode) then

y = neighbour CMth ner.. In tlImum tolcenC ount
re1lJm N[yj

endif
endif

}

Fig. 4.2 - Token-based Topology Control algorithm

The process of selecting the optimal transmission power requires the broadcasting ofa

Hello message by a node. possessing the token. All neighbouring nodes that receive

the broadcast reply to it with their individual token counts inserted into the replies.
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Node. detennines the four-nearest neighbours based on the detected SNRs of the

reply messages. This process is highlighted in blue in both Figs. 4.2 and 4.3.

4.3.2 The Network Connectivity Component

The transmission power selection and adjustment component ensured that the number

of neighbours of a node never exceeded four wherever possible, but this is not enough

to ensure that the new network topology remains connected (a route exists between

every source and every destination in the network).

The network connectivity component contacts each node within the original

maximum transmission range that would not fall within the adjusted transmission

range and attempts to detennine whether these nodes have other alternate

neighbouring nodes within their own transmission ranges. This process, highlighted in

green in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, aims to find and retain nodes that rely only on node. as an

intermediate relay node, thereby maintaining the network connectivity.

4.3.3 The Next Node Selection Component

This component is invoked once node. has successfully adjusted its own transmission

power and must pass the token to the next recipient. The aim of this component is to

ensure only one node in a local neighbourhood possesses a token and therefore only

one node in a local neighbourhood is able to execute its topology control algorithm.
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The next recipient of the token is chosen by the node that currently possesses the

token. The Token-based Topology Control algorithm records the token count of all of

its neighbours by examining the replies sent in response to broadcast Hello messages.

The next recipient chosen is the neighbour with the lowest advertised token count.

So how do we ensure that the next recipient is not the previous recipient of the token?

A disregard for such a situation hinders the fairness of the next node selection process

because the potential exists for some nodes to receive the token significantly more

often than other nodes. TbTC implements the process of "neighbour control" where

the solution lies within the token itself, which is imprinted with the identity of the last

node visited prior to visiting the current node. The current recipient of the token

determines the next recipient as described above and compares the identities of the

previous recipient and the next selected recipient. The next recipient is only valid if its

identity does not match that of the previous recipient.

The "next node selection" component in conjunction v.ith the "neighbour control"

process (highlighted in yellow in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3) ensures fairness by not selecting

the pre.ious recipient of the token as the next recipient unless the current recipient of

the token has only one neighbour. In such a situation our restriction on the next

recipient must be relaxed in order to guarantee the circulation of the token.

Fig. 4.4 depicts the sequence of events that occur when Nodel decides that Node3 is

one of its 4 closest neighbours and Node2 is not. Betore Node1 reduces its

transmission power to break direct contact with Node2, Nodel needs to ensure that

Node2 will not be disconnected from the network as a result of the transmission
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Fig. 4.4 - Sequence diagram depicting the executiou of TbTC

power adjustment. The sequence diagram in Fig_ 4.4 also highlights the lack of

intensive computation which was one of the design criteria discussed in Section 4.2.

The TbTC algorithm and the design criteria used in its creation were presented in this

section. The algorithm was decomposed in three components that must be invoked

sequentially in order from left to right (refer to Fig. 4.1) to ensure the correct

execution ofthe algorithm.

Note that the TbTC algorithm depicted in Fig. 4.2 can be easily converted to an

object-oriented form via the conversion of the algorithm into a Node class. This class

\\ill contain the abstraction of the data used by TbTC (TbTC's attributes) in the form
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Fig. 4.5 - Internet Protorol (JP) Packet Strncture

of get and set methods as well as the conversion of the pre-existing functions into

methods defining the node's behaviour v",hen in possession of the token.

4.4 The Packet Structure of the Token Employed

The TbTC algorithm is heavily dependent on the token packet. Thus the token packet

must be readily distinguishable from both data packets and the control packets

generated by the routing protocol employed. An additional criterion that the token

packet must adhere to is that it should be lightweight in nature, thereby ensuring that

it is not broken up into smaller packets for easier transmission.

The token packet employed in TbTC is based on the Internet Protocol (IP) packet

structure as depicted in Fig. 4.5, with minor modifications made to distinguish the

token from normal IP packets. A discussion of the modified IP packet fields follows.

The Type of Service field is 8 bits long and provides an indication of the desired

quality of service. The major choice is a trade-off between low delay, high reliability
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and high throughput The first three bits (0 - 2) of this field stores the precedence

value. Bit 3 is set to indicate low delay. Bit 4 is set to indicate high throughput and Bit

5 is set to indicate high reliability. Bits 6 and 7 are reserved for future use. The 3-bit

precedence options are:

000 Routine

001 Priority

100 Flash Override

101 CRITICIECP

010 Immediate 110 Intemetwork. Control

011 Flash 111 Network Control

Fig. 4.6 shows the settings of the Type of Service field in the token packet.

The Total Length field is 16 bits long and represents the length of the datagram.

The Flags field is 3 bits long and contains three control flags. Bit 0 is reserved, Bit I

is set to indicate that the datagram should not be fragmented and Bit 2 is set to

indicate whether more fragments ofthe same datagram exist. The flags options are:
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Bit 0: reserved, must be zero

Bit 1 0 = May Fragment I = Don't Fragment

Bit 2 0 = Last Fragment I = More Fragments

Fig. 4.7 shows the settings of the Flags field in the token packet

The Time to Live field is 8 bits long and represents the maximum time that the

datagram is allowed to reside in the network. This field is set to I to ensure that every

node that receives the token regenerates it, setting the time to live to I, before passing

it on.

The Source IP Address field is 32 bits long and identifies the node that is sending the

token.

The Destination JP Address field is 32 bits long and identifies the node that is

receiving the token.
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The Data field represents the payload ofthe IP datagram and ThTC uses this field to

store the token count of the node that is sending the token. The token count is used to

ensure that the v.ireless multi-hop network nodes are visited as fairly as possible.

This section identified the modifications made to the IP header to distinguish the

token from normal IP datagrams. In the next section the performance of TbTC is

analysed.

4.5 Perfonnance Analysis of Token-based Topology Control
Algorithm

This section details the analysis undertaken to determine the effectiveness of the

Token-based Topology Control Algorithm. The simulation methodology used is

described before the results obtained are presented and the limitations of both the

simulator and experiments are highlighted. The results obtained with TbTC are for the

network after the token has visited all the network nodes at least once.

4.5.1 Simulation Methodology

The simulation methodology employed is similar to that employed in the experiments

conducted in Chapter Three. The evaluations conducted were based on the simulation

of 30 v.ireless nodes spread randomly over a rectangular 1000m x 600m flat space for

9<JOs of simulated time. The v.ireless nodes in this study were modelled on a Linksys

WRT54G version 2 "'ireless routerS (Linksys Inc, 2007). This particular router is

popular amongst community-based ",ireless user groups around the world and

,
See Appendix C for the ns-2 simulation script used
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deployments of this router as a wireless multi-hop network node (along with open

source firmware) span the globe (Meraka Institute, 2005), (Tibetan technology

Centre, 2005), (Lancaster Mesh, 2006).

The simulations were performed on networks with no form of topology control as

well as networks that employed the Token-based Topology Control algorithm. For

relative comparisons between the two sets of networks, identical network loads were

applied to each set of networks. Ns-2 allows for traffic loads to be pre-generated and

used as input into the overall simulation model. Sixteen unique traffic loads were

generated resulting in sixteen simulation runs per network with the number of source

destination pairs varying from 15 to 28.

All data was collected usmg purpose-written scripts as well as Tracegraph

(Tracegraph, 2007) which is a tool for analysing the trace files generated by each

simulation run in ns-2. Only results that fell ",ithin a 90% confidence interval for the

number of data packets sent are considered. It is anticipated that the use of the

confidence interval will aid in the credibility of the results reported. Confidence

intervals are used due to the inherent imprecision of a single simulation run. The

Central Limit Theorem can be used to calculate the confidence interval when multiple

simulation runs are considered.. In addition to providing an expected range, the

confidence interval can help determine if the two data sets are statistically equivalent.

The following metrics were chosen to evaluate the relative performance of a network

before and after the Token-based Topology Control algorithm can be applied to it.

They are:
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1. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): the percentage of application layer packets

containing unique packet ills received at the intended destinations as well

as the average packet delivery per second;

ii. Routing Overhead: the number ofrouting packets transmitted. Only unique

packet ills are taken into account despite the number ofhops traversed;

lll. Average End-to-End Delay: the delay experienced en-route from source

node to destination node;

IV. Power Consumption: the cumulative power consumption when

transmitting packets on the network. The power consumed during the

processing ofpackets is disregarded, and

v. Network Traversal (Hop Count): this metric measures the number of hops

taken before all the nodes in the network have been visited by the token at

least once.

4.5.2 Simulation Results

This section presents the results obtained from our investigation into the effectiveness

of the TbTC algorithm. The results for both the networks that did and did not employ

the algorithm are offered. As highlighted in the Methodology, only the results of those

simulation runs that fell within the 90% confidence interval for the number of

Application Layer packets sent are reported.

The simulation runs for each network type are identified in Table 4-2. The columns

represent each of the network types being investigated whilst the rows represent the

number of Application Layer packets sent during each simulation run for each
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Table -4-2 - Application Laverllackets oer simulation ron
Without TbTC With TbTC

Run 1 23627 23615

Run 2 13731 13736

Run 3 18252 18246

Run 4 15648 15631

RunS 19959 19963

Run 6 16490 16473

Run 7 22327 2231)i

Run 8 19900 19893

Run 9 18572 18550

Run 10 11784 11776

Run 11 15431 15420

Run 12 15403 15396

Run 13 15414 15441

Run 14 19595 I 19580

Run IS 18296 18328

Run 16 24712 24698
I

network type. The simulation runs that fell within the confidence interval are

highlighted in grey.

4.5.2.1 Experiment 1: Packet Delivery Ratio

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the network's ability to deliver the

data packets being sent A PDR of 0% represents the total failure of the network to

deliver its data packets whilst a PDR of 100% shmvs that all the data packets in the

network were delivered.
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Table -4-3 - PDRs withont and with TbTC

Without TbTC WithTbTC

Run 3 20441(86.52%) 12246 (67.12%)

Run 9 18571 (99.99"10) 7611 (41.03%)

Run 15 16296 (89.07%) 6679 (36.44%)

Average 17039 (92.74%) 8845 (48.14%)

Results

Table 4-3 shows the PDRs for the network before and after the TbTC algorithm can

be applied to it. This data is plotted to produce Fig. 4.8.

Fig. 4.8 shows a sharp decrease in the ability of the network to deliver data packets to

their intended destinations. This finding seems inconsistent with the results obtained

in Chapter Three where we showed that the best performing wireless multi-hop

network was one that had an average node degree of 49
• The sharp decrease can be

attributed to TbTC's creation of uni-directional links and the routing protocol's

reaction to such situations.

A side-effect of the TbTC algorithm is the possibility for the creation of unidirectional

links due to the distributed nature of TbTC. Since TbTC has no centralised

management and control, each node in the network is responsible for its OVvTI

transmission power adjustment such that the objectives of TbTC are met. This

situation results in the creation of a network \vith heterogeneous transmission power

assignment amongst the nodes that constitute the network, resulting in the lack of

guarantees that all the links in the network Vvill be bi-directional.

9 The ThTC algorithm was based on me results obtained in Chapter Three
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The AODV routing protocol employed in the networks considered was designed to

work in wireless multi-hop networks possessing bi-directional links only and thus

does not handle uni-directional links very well. AODV follows that RREQ-RREP-

DATA sequence when routing data through the network. The RREQ-RREP process

assumes that all the links in the network are bi-directional because the RREPs are

transmitted in the reverse path that is setup during the propagation ofRREQs that aim

to find a route to the intended destination. If the path used to reach an intended

destination contains one or more uni-directionallinks, the ability of the RREP control

packets to reach the source node is affected. Thus the route for data transfer cannot be

established and the end result is that the PDR of the network is adversely affected, as

seen in Fig. 4.8.

4.5.2.2 Experiment 2: Routing Overhead

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the amount of routing protocol

overhead that was created to establish the transmission routes between sources and
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Table-4-4 Routina overhead before and after TbTC
Without TbTC WithTbTC

Run 3 270 1264

Run 9 305 1607

Run 15 1473 1022

Average 683 1298

destinations. The routing overhead was measured as the total number of unique

AODV control messages that were sent during the simulation run.

Results

Table 4-4 shows the routing overhead created by AODV before and after the TbTC

algorithm can be applied to the network. The data is depicted graphically in Fig. 4.9.

Fig. 4.9 shows an approximate doubling of the routing overhead generated by AODV

after the TbTC algorithm has been applied to the network. This increase in routing

overhead can be attributed to the uni-directional links that are inadvertently created

during the distributed execution ofthe TbTC algorithm.

The AODV routing algorithm was created on the assumption that all the links in the

network are bi-directional and by extension that all the possible paths in the network

ate bi-directional. The uni-directional links created by TbTC affect the operation of

AODV. AODV is designed to follow the least congested path to the destination and
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assumes that the paths taken by RREQ messages are then reversed for the

.. fRREP 10transIDlSSlon 0 messages .

Uni-directionallinks may allow the transmission of RREQ messages in the forward

direction but will not allow the transmission of RREP messages along the reverse

path. 1bis situation triggers two fwther RREQ retransmissions by AODV before the

issuing of a network-wide RREQ broadcast, thereby significantly increasing the

routing overhead generated.

•A.n additional cause for the increase in routing overhead is the increase in the

possibility for buffer overflows that arises due to the reduction in route redundancy

that is caused by the 1brc's creation of uni-directional links. A decrease in route

redundancy creates more bottleneck nodes at which the possibility for buffer

overflows is increased, thereby resulting in the retransmission of AODV control

messages thus contributing to the increase in routing overhead.

10 Enforcing AODV's need for bi-direcrionaJ paths between sources and destinations
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Table -4-5 - End-to-End Delav before and after TbTC
Without TbTC With TbTC

Run 3 2.74 3.02

Run 9 3.66 2.12

Run 15 3.17 3.25

Average 3.19 2.80

4.5.2.3 Experiment 3: End-to-End Delay

The purpose of this experiment was to detennine the average time taken to deliver the

Application Layer packets from the source node to the intended destination node.

Note that the results are reported in milliseconds.

Results

Table 4-5 shows the average end-to-end delay experienced in the transmission of

Application Layer packets in the forward direction, from the source to the destination.

This data is plotted to produce Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10 shows that TbTC reduces the delay experienced by Application Layer

packets travelling from their sources to destinations (once the AODV routing protocol

has established a transmission path), despite the average path length remaining

unchanged (see Fig. 4.11). The reduction in delay can be attributed to the decrease in

interference brought about as a result of the lessening of node transmission powers.

Reduced transmission powers result in the decrease of the node's interference range

and therefore the number ofcollisions that occur due to interference.
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The reduction of the node's transmission powers also affects the end-to-end delay

experienced by Application Layer packets due to the reduction in the average node

degree of the network, as depicted in Fig. 4.12. A smaller average node degree results

in less contention for the transmission medium thereby allOv.ing packets to be sent

faster at each intermediate node in the path, rendering the reduction in average path

length not necessary as depicted in Fig. 4.11.
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4.5.2.4 Experiment 4: Power Consumption

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the impact that the ThTC protocol

had on the cumulative power consumed by the nodes in the network when performing

both broadcasts and unicasts. The results reported ignore the energy consumed in the

processing of signals and are reported in watts.

Results

Table 4-6 shows the cumulative power consumed before and after the ThTC

algorithm was applied to a 30-node network. This data is plotted to produce Fig. 4.13.

Fig. 4.13 shows that ThTC produces a 42% reduction in the power consumed by the

network. This reduction is a result of the heterogeneity in the transmission powers

selected by the nodes in the network "ia the use of the ThTC algorithm. Each node

adjusts itself to a transmission power sufficient to maintain 4 neighbours (wherever

possible).
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The power savings that are achieved by the ThTC algorithm reduce the total cost of

ownership of the nodes involved, since the owners of these wireless multi-hop

network nodes must eventually pay for the electricity consumed by the nodes. In

situations ...'here the nodes are battery-powered, the lower power consumption

achieved by the ThTC algorithm lengthens the uptime of the node.

4.5.2.5 Experiment 5: Network Traversal (Hop Count)

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the effectiveness of the neighbour

control process (described in Section 4.3.3) embedded within the next node selection

component. The results reported reflect the number of hops taken before all the nodes

in the network are visited by a token at least once. The hop count is an indirect

measure of the time taken before all the nodes in the network apply their instances of

the ThTC algorithm.
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T ble4-7 Het f 30 od en. rka - OD ODD 0 a D eD 0

BeforelbTC AfterlbTC

Without With Without With

Neighbour Neighbour Neighbour Neighbour

Control Control Control Control

Hop Count 56 41 43 42

Results

Table 4-7 shows the number of hops taken by the token to visit all the nodes in the

network at least once. The hop counts of four different scenarios are tabulated to

produce Fig. 4.14.

Fig. 4.14 highlights the effectiveness of the neighbour control process embedded

within the next node selection component of lbTC. The neighbour control process

reduces the number of hops taken by the token such that all the nodes in the network

have been visited at least once. This effect is more profoundly felt in networks that

have not had the lbTC algorithm applied to theII1, resulting in a 37.5% decrease in the

hop count.

The significant decrease in hop count in pre-TbTC networks is accounted for by the

intelligent token forwarding mechanism called neighbour control. Neighbour control

only allows the token to be returned to the pre"ious recipient of the token if the

current recipient of the token has only one neighbour. This restriction avoids

situations where the token oscillates between two nodes, thus increasing the number

ofhops required by the token to "isit every network node at least once.
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Token oscillation occurs when the token count of a particular node lags significantly

behind the token counts of the other nodes in its local neighbourhood. This situation

results in token oscillating between the two network nodes with the lowest token

counts in that particular local neighbourhood until their respective token counts reach

the levels of the other nodes in the neighbourhood. The elimination of token

oscillation (except for those cases where the current recipient of the node has only one

neighbour) accounts for the observed difference in hop count.

The marginal decrease in hop count observed in post-TbTC networks is as yet

unaccounted for but it is suspected that the reduction in the average node degree of

the network reduces the possibility of token oscillation by ensuring that no network

node's token count lags significantly behind those of the nodes in its local

neighbourhood.
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4.5.3 Limitations of the Simulator and the Experiment

Simulation experiments are at best an approximation of the real world. Thus there are

bound to be assumptions made in an effort to model the environment being

considered. This section highlights the assumptions made, any limitations on the

experiments conducted as well as any inherent limitations of the simulation tool that

was utilised. It is possible that one or more of the assumptions made and the

limitations of the experiments and simulation tool could have affected the results

presented.

The assumptions and limitations are:

I. The number of nodes in the network is known in advance in order to

determine the optimal number of neighbours. If not, then the algorithm

developed by (Wan and Vi, 2002) for determining the optimal number of

neighbours as a function of the network size can be used;

H. The token is regenerated at every recipient node, but never lost;

lll. Lack of realistic Application Layer modelling

A constant bit rate model was utilised whereas realistic Application Layer

traffic resembles a variable bit rate traffic stream;

IV. The terrain was assumed to be flat v.ith no obstacles

Realistic terrain models consider the elevation of the nodes as well objects

such as trees, ete;

v. The nodes in the network were stationary, and

vt. The IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS mechanism was disabled.
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4.6 Token-based Topology Control Algorithm Limitations

Here we consider the Token-based Topology Control Algorithm's limitations that

affect the performance as well as the effectiveness of the algorithm. Listed below are

the limitations discovered during the algorithm's development and simulation.

1. The probability, p, of a node receiving a token decreases as the size of the

network increases.

1
p=-

N where N is the number ofnodes in the network

By extension, the interval between two visits of a token to the same node

increases as the size of the network increases. This situation means that

TbTC does not scale well when utilised in non-hierarchical wireless multi-

hop networks.

Two approaches can be taken to ensure greater scalability: either the

number of tokens circulating around the non-hierarchical network

increases as the network grows, or, some clustering algorithm is utilised to

create a hierarchical network based on the creation of clusters. Several

clustering algorithms have been developed to ensure effective network

management and examples include (Kleinrock and Kamoun, 1980),

(Miyao, et ai, 1986), (Ramanathan and Steenstrup, 1998), (Krishnan, et ai,

1999). The TbTC algorithm can then be applied to each cluster

1

independently, increasing the probability of receiving a token to P = N

""nere N is the number of nodes in the cluster. At any point in time the

number of tokens in the network will equal the number ofclusters.
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ii. ThTC currently has no mechanisms for determining the number of nodes

in the network and therefore cannot determine the optimal number of

neighbours if the size of the network is tmequal to 30 nodes.

iii. The optimal transmission power is reduced after evaluating the SNRs of

replies from neighbouring nodes to a broadcast Hello message from node•.

Obstacles in the form of trees and buildings may affect the SNR values

detected at node", thereby resulting in the selection of a sub-<Jptimal

transmission power.

IV. The Token-based Topology Control algorithm is currently not suitable for

mobile wireless multi-hop networks because the nodes can only perform

the algorithm when in possession of the token. Mobile nodes should be

able to determine their optimum transmission powers either whilst in

motion or shortly after coming to a halt (either temporary or permanent)

and the use of the token-based algorithm would not react to changes in the

node's location. A change in the node's location could potentially prevent

a node from ever receiving the token because the node may be moving

away from the region of the network in which the token is currently

circulating.

v. The Token-based Topology Control Algorithm may cause either full or

partial network partitioning (due to uni-directional links) in certain

scenarios. Fig. 4.15 shows a network topology before the algorithm can be

applied to it and Fig. 4.16 shows the sante network subsequent to the

application of the algorithm. It can be clearly seen that the bi-directioual

link between nodes A and B becomes a uni-directional one. This situation

occurs when node B receives the token and adjusts its transmission power
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to reach only nodes C, D, E and F. During this process B would have

contacted A to determine whether B is A's only neighbour. A would have

responded negatively allowing B to adjust its transmission power. Node A

in the meanwhile has three neighbours within its transmission range and

therefore will not adjust its transmission power upon receipt of the token,

resulting in the uni-directionallink between A and B.

The situation described above (and shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16) results in

partial network partitioning because data can still be transferred from G to

E but not vice-versa The token-based topology algorithm could also result

in the worst case scenario where no link (either uni-directional or bi

directional) exists between A and B if A had four or more neighbours

within closer proximity than B.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion

This work presents an analysis of work done in detennining the optimal number of

neighbours for wireless multi-hop networks as well as an analysis of prior work in the

field of topology control. A simulation was conducted to determine the optimal

number of neighbours and together with the two purpose-developed theoretical

frameworks for both the optimal number of neighbours and topology control, yielded

the design criteria for a topology control algorithm suitable for low cost, resource

constrained wireless multi-hop network nodes.

The Token-based Topology Control (TbTC) algorithm was proposed, taking into

account the above-mentioned design criteria as well as the results obtained from our

experiment conducted (in Chapter Three) into the optimal number of neighbours

(node degree) in a \vireless multi-hop network. An evaluation of TbTC's performance

was subsequently undertaken by comparing its performance against that achieved by a

network not regulated by a topology control algorithm.

The TbTC algorithm comprised of three components: 1) transmission power and

adjustment, 2) network connectivity and 3) next node selection component. A key

feature of the algorithm is the use of a token to control its execution. This execution

restriction imposed by the token ensured that only one node in the local

neighbourhood (either within a cluster or the set of nodes within transmission range)
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executed the algorithm. The restriction ensures that none of the neighbouring nodes

are executing their instances of the topology control algoritlun, thereby reducing their

abilities to respond to the request for information issued by the node in possession of

the token. The use of the token also ensures that the node possessing the token obtains

the most complete picture of its local neighbourhood resulting in the selection of a

close-to-optimal transmission power.

To achieve the goal of this research work the following objectives were set: First, to

identify WMNs with varied average node degrees under both the "perfect" and

random critical node disconnection scenarios. The successful completion of these two

objectives resulted in the optimal number of permitted neighbouring nodes which was

then employed in the TbTC algorithm crafted in fulfilment of the third objective of

this research.

The successful simulation ofTbTC in order to evaluate its performance culminated in

the achievement of the fourth objective of the research. This performance was

compared to the performance of a network wherein TbTC was not employed. The

simulation results showed that TbTC improved upon the Delay experienced and the

power consumption of the network but performed badly with regards to Packet

Delivery Ratio and Routing Overhead. TbTC's neighbourControl process was also

sho""n to significantly reduce the number of hops necessary for all the network nodes

to obtain the token and execute their instances of the algorithm.
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5.2 Future Work

The disappointing performance of TbTC with regards to the Packet Delivery Ratio

and Routing Overhead was mainly attributed to the creation ofuni-directionallinks as

a result of the heterogeneous transmission power assignment Future work will

attempt to eliminate the creation of uni-directional links as well as investigate the

relationship between the total number of nodes in the (peer-to-peer) network and the

optimal number of tokens in circulation.

The real-world implementation of the TbTC protocol on the test-bed being

constructed at the University of Zululand is also envisaged. The incorporation of the

TbTC routing protocol with an existing clustering algorithm is also recommended in

order to allow the TbTC algorithm to be utilised in large-scale sensor network

deployments.

Future work w'Jl explore the integration of TbTC with an existing Medium Access

Control scheme that is able to leverage the token's ability to restrict data transmission,

thereby reducing the total interference in the network. Also envisaged is the transfer

of next node selection logic (currently residing in the network nodes) to reside within

the token. Thus the token is viewed as a mobile agent that is able to determine the

next node that it should be sent to. This approach has the advantage of reducing the

processing performed by the node.
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APPENDIX A - NS-2 Simulation Script for "Perfect"
Scenario

#=========================================================
#OEFiNE OPTIONS
#=========================================================
set val(chan) ChanneliWireleSsChannel ;, channel type
set val(prop) PropagalionITwoRayGround ;" radio-propagalion model
set val(netif) PhyJWireleSsPhy ;= networ1< interface type
set val(mac) Macl802_11 ;= MAC type
set val(ifq) QueuelCropTaillPriOueue ;~ interface queue type
set val(1O LL ;c link layer type
set va~ant)AntennalOmniAnlenna ;" antenna model
set vaI(ifqlen) 50 ;" max packet in ifq
set val(nn) 30;= number of wireleSs nodes
set val(x) 2000
set vaI(y) 600
set val(rp) AODV ;" routing pTO\OCOl
set val(scen) "scen-1000x600-30-901-H" ;cc scenario file
set val(cp) "cbr,3Q.-29-1~" ;= connection p_m file
set val(sim_duration) 900 ;" duration of the simulation run
set val(addr_type) flat ;.c addressing type

LL set mindelay_ SOus;
Lt. set delay_ 25us ;

AgentlNull set sporC 0 ;
AgentINull set $orC 0 ;

AgentlCBR set sport_ 0 ;
AgentlCBR set $ort_ 0 ;

AgentlUDP set sport_ 0 ;
AgentlUDP set $ort_ 0 ;
AgentJUDP set packetSize 64 ; . 64 bytes

QueuelCropTailJPriQueue set Prefer_Routin!LProtocols 1 ;

~========================================================

#ADD1T10NAL OPT:CNS C6seci :...;:Cr' !.-,r'-;5jS \i'iRT54G 3;;ecs
~========================================================

#- U;i;.t~J ;.c.~r cnr<circcticn:;;;i 2'":,2;_"0;::' ·::;ec-:sred n :'"'~ !""'sce 2:~'J ~=,~ 2:CC:'ie

AntennalOmniAntenna set X_ 0 ;
AntennaJOmniAntenna set Y_ 0 ;
AntennaJOmniAntenna set Z_ 1.5 ;
AntennaJOmniAntenna set GC 4.0;- transmrt antenna gain
AntennatOmniAntenna set Gr_ 4.0 ;.', recefve antenna gain

#DSSS:,!EEE ::02." ~::

Macl802 11 set CWMin 31
Macl802-11 set ONMax- 1023
Macl802::11 set RTSThre5hOId_3000;" bytes
Macl802 11 set SlotTrne 0.000020 ;·~20us

Macl802-11 set SIFS_ 0000011j ;'c10U5

Macl802::11 set PreambleLer.gth_ 144 ;072 bits
Macl80Z i 1 set PLCPHeade<Length 48;-48 bits
Macl80Z-11 setPLCPDalaRate_'.0ea
Macl802-'1 set dataRate 11 Mb ;= rate for data frames
Mac/B02-11 set basicRati_ 2Mb ;c- rate for control frames
Macl802-'1 set aarf true;=adaptive auto rate fallback

phyJWirelessPhy set L_ 1.0;· system loss factor
PhyJWire!essPhy set freQ.... 2.462e9 ;"" channel 11 2.462GHz
PhyJWirelessPhy set ban<lwidth_ , 1 Mb ;- 11 Mbps channel bandwidth
PhyJ'NtrelessPhy set Pl_ 0.063095734 :.~ transmission power in waits
PhyiWirelessPhy set CPTnresh_ 50, collision threshold
PhyiWirelessPhy set CSThresh_ 130835.,..:9 ;0 carrier sense power
PhyJWirelessPhy set RXThresh 130835e--J9;c receive power threshold

ErrorModei80211 noise1 -104
ErrorModel80211 notse2: ·lG·;
ErrorModel80211 noise55__g7
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ErrorModel80211 noise11_ 092
ErrorModel80211 shortpreamble_ 1

#===============~========================================

#,l\;JAIN PROGP-..A.i\il
#=========================================================

#
#lnitia!ise global variables

se! ns_ [new Simulator]
se! tracefd [open sim_lraee.1r w]
#set r.amtr:::ce lepen s'lm_trace.nam 'Nl

Sns use-newtrace
: ns- trace-all :tracefd
#Sns_ namtrace-all-wireiess 3namtrace Svai(xi S\j8!(Y"

#-SEWP topcgrachy abject
set topo [new Topography]
elope loa'Cftalgrid ,val(x) ,val(y)

#create god
set gOO_ [creale1lOO :val(nn)]

#- cre8te channel #1
set chan_1_ [new 'val(chan)]

#Ccnflgure nC':1e
:ns_ nOOe-config -addressingType 'val(addUype)
-adhocRouting .vaJ(rp)
-tlType :val(lI)
-macType :val(mac)
-ifqTypeval(ifq)
-ifqLen :val(ifqten)
-antType :vaJ(ant)
-propType :val(prop)
-phyType SVal(netif)
-dlannei .chan_1_
-lopolnslance •tapa
-agentTrace ON
-roulerTrace ON
-macTrace ON
-movementTrace OFF

~-==============~=============================================

#=============================================================

for (seti Ol{. i < :val(nn)) ~ncr ~ (
set nOOe_( i) [. ns_ node]
• node_(' i) shape °box"
:node_( .i) nandom-motion 0; c disable nandom motion
#se: S:CC'F Si: [~e'"" ,;:,,:;ei:: :-:F~::tc,.;l,C:'/j

#Sa:c'ii-S: ;;cceS~ccc_ S
_900_ new_node node_< i)
}

=
puts "Leading the scenario file"~

scurce ,val(scen)

fur (set i CH i < val(nn)} ~ncr H

_ns_ initiaLnodeJiOS node_{ i) 20

lJ4



}

#-
#Setup traffic now ber.'lJeen nodes
#-
puts "Loading connection pattern"
source ival(cp)

"#
#TeH nodes when the simuiation ends
#
for (set i O} P < cvaJ(nn) } (lner ~ {
3ns_ at :vaJ(sim_duration).O "SnOOe_(SI) reser';
}

3~S_ at;~aJ(sim_duration).1 "st~p"

;:;:~ns_ Z! ::bcv21ISlm_cUraucn) O~ c-wts."NS EXiTING

proe stop {} {
global ns_ traeefd
:~ n5_ f1ush--trace
close ~traeefd

}

puts~tracefd "M 0.0 nn SvaJ(nn) x Svaj(x) y Sval(y) rp Sva!(rpi"
puts :traeefd "M 0.0 se Sval(scen) cp Sval(ep)"
puts :-tracefd "M 0.0 prop Sva!(prap) ant ~vzl(ant)"

puts "Starting Sjmulation..
ns_ run
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APPENDIX B - NS-2 Simulation Script for
Disconnected Scenario

#=========================================================
#OEFiNE OPTIONS
#=========================================================
se! val(chan) ChannelM/irelessChannel;- channel type
sel vaJ(prop) PropagalionJTwoRayGround :" radio-propagation model
se! vaJ(netif) PhyiWirelessPhy ;co neIwork interface type
sel val(mac) Mad802_11 ;~ MAC type
sel val(ifq) QueueJDropTaillPriQueue ;co interface queue type
set valOO LL ;c link layer type
set vaJ(ant) AntennalQmniAntenna ;" antenna model
set vaJ(ifqien) 50 ;" max pad<et in ifq
se!vaJ(nn) 30 ;~ number of wireless nodes
set va~x) 2000
setva~y)600

set val(rp) AOOV ;~ routing protocol
set val(scen) "scen-1 000x600-30-9Q1-1-1" ;c scenario file
set val(cp) "cbr-30-29-1-64" ;" connection pattern file
set val(sim_duration) 900 ~;: duration of the simulation run
set val(addUype) flat;_ addressing type
LL se! mindelay_ SOus;
LL se! delay- 25us ;
#LL set bancwidth_ Q :# not used
AgenlINull sel sport_ 0 ;
AgenlINull set dport_ 0 ;
Agenl/CBR set sport_ 0 ;
Agent/CBR se! dport_ 0 ;
AgenlJUOP set sport_ 0 ;
AgenlJUOP set dport_ 0 ;
AgentlUOP set pad<etSize 64 ; -- 64 bytes
QueueIOropTaillPrtQueue set Prefer_Routi"9-Protocols 1 ;
#=========================================================
#ADDITiONAL OPTIONS based L:pcn Unksys 'NRT54G specs
#=========================================================
'# unity gain onmid:ri;-cticna: a,,:er,ras ::e:"te,ed:r ,hE nee:& :::;rc i .::,T, ::;bC'l-= it
AntennalQmniAntenna sel X_ 0 ;
AntennalQmniAntenna se! Y_ 0 ;
AntennaJOrnniAntenna set Z_ 1.5 ;
AntennaJOmniAntenna set Gt_ 4.0;--:; transmit: antenna gain
AntennalOrnniAntenna set Gr_ 4,Q; ~a~~again

#DSSS ':EEE C02, 1::;
MaclS02 11 set CWMin_ 31
MaclS02-11 set CWMax_ 1023
Macl80Z:11 set RTSThreshold_ 3CCC, bytes
Macl802_11 set SlotTme_ 0.000020 ;=20us
MacJS02 11 se!51F5 0000010 ;cc10us
Mac/S02=,1 set pneambleLength_ 144 ;=72 bits
MaclS02_11 set PLCPHeaderLengl,,- 48 ;--'48 bits
MaclS02 11 set PLCPOataRate 1.Ce5
Mac/S02-11 set dalaRate_ 11Mb;= rate for data frames
Macl802-11 set basicRate_2Mb ;-= rate far control frames
MaclS02-'1 set aarf_ tnue ;-- adaptive aulo rate fallbad<

PhyiWirelessPhy set "_ 1.C;- system loss factor
PhyNVireessPhy set frefL 24€2e9 ;:: channel 11. 2.462GHz
PhyiWirelessPhy se! bandwidth_ 11 Mb ;" 11 Mbps channel bandwidth
Phy/WirelessPhy set Pt_ 0,063095734;-:-: transmission pov.rer in watts
PhyiWirelessPhy set CPThrash_ 50 ;= coilision threshold
PhylWirelessPhy set CSThresh_ ~ ,3G835e-C9 ;- canier sense power
PhyJWir6essPhy set RXThresh_ 1.30835e-09 ;.-

ErrorModel80211 noise1_ -104
ElTOfModei80211 noise2_ -101
ErrotModS80211 noise55_ -97
ErrorModef80211 naise11_ -92
ErrorModel80211 shortpreamble_ 1
#=======================================================~=

==========================================================
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#Initialise globa! variabies
#:
set ns_ [new Simulator]
set traeefd [open sim_trace.lr w]
#set namtraCe [open s!m_ti3cenam w]
:~·ns_ use-newtrace
'ns_ trace-all itraeefd
#setup topography object
set tapo [new Topography]
',topa loacCflatgrid;vaJ(x) val(y)
#create ged
set gOO_ [cceate-gOO:val(nn)J
# create channel #1
set chan_l_ [new :val(cI1an)J
#Conf7gure node
'ns_ nade-canfig -addressingType 'val(addUype)
-adhacRautingival(rp)
-1IType :val(IQ
-macType:va~mae)

-ifqType :val(ifq)
-ifqlen "va1(ifqlen)
-antType :val(ant)
-prapType :val(prop)
-phyType:val(netif)
-dlannel :cI1an_l_
-lapalnstance 'tape
-agentTrace ON
-rauterTrace ON
-macTrace ON
-mavementTrace OFF
far [set i OH' i < 'val(nn) I (iner ~ [
set nOOe_(' i) ['ns_ node]
:node_Ci) sh_ "bax"
_node_< ~ i) random-motion 0 ;:0: disable random motion
:gacC new_node :node_(I)

I
#:
;¥:Pr8'/ide X.Y,Z COOrjinates fer ,,;.'reiess :,oCes by ic.::c:ng the scenar:o file

"puts "loading the scenario file"
source~val(scen)

ns at390 'node_(29) se!dest2000.0 2000.0 9000
_ns: at 570 node_{29) setdest 570.0 335.0900,0
~ns_ at ~50 :node_(7) setdest lOCO_Q 2000.0 900.0
.ns_ at 330 node_(7) setdest 3470269,0900.0
ns_ at 300 node_(2.5) setdest 2000.02000.0 9GG.G

'ns_ at 480 .node_(25) setdest 2210465.09000

far [set i OH i < :val(nn)) {iner ~ {
~ 2.CJ.ef',;:es t:--,o:: ;'C(:'2; s',z.e:;, ":2~. ~L:.S~ 2j;"':'3: ': 2C::2cj'~,s c:: ;c:;-:~ S:;:;~2~::'

#; T"'e rjrctice' -;"'-.:s::::& C3',ec ;~~- sot" :; ~e-ce ,s ::e;;~e·:

. 05_ initiaCnode.JXlSnodeJ I) 20
}

puts "loading connectior: pattern"
saurceva/(cp)

far{seti OH i < vaJ(nn) ) {Incr H
-ns_ at val(sim_duration).O ~Sflode_(SiJ reSEt';

}
: ns_ at :val(SUn_duration).1 "stop"
:'t:::;"'s_ 3: 3·'3';5:~_C..:~2~:'" -, ::~:5 ":-<3 :::f:::";C;
prae stop {} {
global ns_ tr.cefd

ns flush-trace
dose .traceftl
}
pU!S tracefd"r"i C.G 'in $'laifnr; x $'iai(X! y 5'/al(/ rp $·'i21('1".:"
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putstracefd "M 0.0 se Sval(scen) cp $val(cp)"
putstracefd "M 0.0 prop $val(prop) ant $val(ant)"
puts "Starting Simulation.. "
::ns_run
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APPENDIX C - NS-2 Simulation Script for TbTC
#=========================================================
#DEFINE OPTIONS
#=========================================================
set Yal(chan) ChannellWirelessChannel ;~ channel type
set yaJ(prcp) PropagationITwoRayGround ;" radio-propagation model
set yaJ(netif) PhylWirelessPhy :" network inlelface type
set va~mac)Macl802_11 ;~ MAC type
set vaJ(ifq) QueueJDrcpTaillPriQueue ;~ interface queue type
set Ya~IQ Ll ;c link layer type
set val(ant) AntennalQmniAntenna ;~ antenna model
set val(lfqlen) 100 :" max pad<et in ifq
set va~nn) 30;~ number ofwireIess nodes
set vaJ(x) 1000
set YaJ(y) 600
set yaJ(rp) AODV ~c routing protocol
set Yal(scen) "scen~1 000xSQO-30-901-1-1" :' scenario file
set Yal(cp) "cbr-30-29-16--64" ;~ connection pattern file
set val(sim_duration) 900 ;-:::: duration of the simulation run
set val(addr_type) flat ; - addressing type

Ll set mindetay- 50us ;
LL set delay_ 25us ;
#LL set band\tvidth_ 0 :# nO! usec

AgentlNull set spore 0 ;
AgentlNull set dport_ 0 ;

AgentlCBR set sport_ 0 ;
Agent/CBR set dport_ 0 ;

AgentlUDP set sport_ 0 ;
AgentlUDP set dport_ 0 ;
AgentlUDP set pad<etSize 64 ;" 64 bytes

QueuelDropTaillPriOueue set P__Routin!LProtocols 1 ;

#=========================================================
#ADDIT:ONAL OPTiONS besec '.:;:0[' L:'1k::js 'IJRT5-1G s;:::·ecs
#=========================================================
#- '..:~!t";i:;=:!' er",:c,:'':;::;::::'''',::; =:"'t5f':':3-S :S~t~'2S if' :~e ""':::::2 :::-:d ., = a::,:'./,:; :
AntennalOmniAntenna set X_ 0 ;
Antenna/OmniAntenna set Y_ C ;
AntennalQmniAntenna set Z_ 1.5;
AntennalOmniAntenna set Gt_ 4_0 ;-- transmit antenna gain (to beftnalised)
AntennalOmniArrtenna set Gr_ 4.0 ;-=- receive antenna gain (to be finalised)

Macl802_11 setCWMin_31
Macl602_1 i set CWMax_ 1023
Macl802_11 set RTSThreshold_ 3000 ; - bytes
Macl802_11 set SIolTme_ 0_000020 ;c20us
Macl802 11 setSIFS O,OO-oO:!J;-lQus
Macl80Z=11 set prearnbleLengtl'L 144 ;--72 bits
Macl80L_11 set PLCPHeaderLength_ 40 ;-48 bits
MacJ802 11 set PLCPDataRate 1.oee
Macl802=11 set daIaRate_ 11 Mb ;-' rate for data frames
Macl8C:2_11 set basicRate_ 2Mb ;-- rate for control frames
Macl802_11 set aarf~ true ;c::adaptive auto rate faifback

PhyIWi_hy set L_ 10 ;c system loss factor
PhyIWi_hy set~ 2A€2e9 ;" channel 11 2_4€2GHz
PhyNVirefessPhy set bandwldth_ 11 M!:: ;- 11 Mbps channel bandwidth
;=P:-:jVj"e-:essP:-,:' se:: =:_ >:6:;::S5"":""24::;: F:;,",5r~;ss;::,~ ::''::';",2" "';::5

PhylWi~yset CPThresh_ 50; collision thresl10ld (to be finalised)
PhyANire!essPhy set CSThresh_ ~ .3083Se-GS ;--' carrier sense power
PhylWireIessPhy set RXThresl1_ 130835e-C9 ;- receive power thresl10ld

ErrorM0dei80211 nOise1_-iG4
ErrorM0dei80211 noise2_ -":vl
ErrorModel80211 noise55_ -97
EnrorModel80211 noise11_ -92
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ErrorModel80211 shortpreamble_ i
#=========================================================
#fvlAiN PROGRA,iv!
#=========================================================

#;

#lnitialise global varicb!es

set ns_ [new Simulator]
set tracefd [open sim_trace.tr w]
set node_O [ns_ node]
#Set namtracE [open sim_trace.nam wl

:,ns_ use-newtrace
Sns_ trace-all :tracefd

#setup topography c:,bject
set topo [new Topography]
lopo loa,,-flatgrid val(x) ,val(y)

#create gee
set go,'- [create-god:val(nn)]

"# create channel #:
setchan_'_[new'val(chan)]

#confic'Jre ::ode
Sns_ node-config -addressingType val(addUype)
-adhocRouting :val(rp)
-irType .'vaKII)
-maeType :val(mae)
-ifqType ,val(ifq)
-ifqLen :val(ifqlen)
-antType 'va~ant)

-propType :val(prop)
-phyType .vaKnetif)
~annel .chan_1_
-topolnstance 'lope
-agenlTrace ON
-routerTrace ON
-maeTrace ON
-movementTrace OFF

for {sa i Cl{ i < vai(nn)) Oncr ~ {
sa node_I' i) [ ns_ node]
: node_I. Qshape'bex"
node_( '. i) random-motion Q ;--- disable random motion

#:5e: eCC'i' Si :~E\\i .;',:::;e~~-:P-::>c.C[:'::

Uindex [_ node_(C) array get netif...J 11 set Pt_ G.~433S4c65

pindex [-node_(1) array get netit...J 11 set Pt_ 0,029813307
Dindex [node_(2) array get netif.J 1] set Pt.. 0028177187
(lindex [node_(3) array get netif.J 1Jset Pt_ Q _02594526>3
Dindex [: node_(4) array get netif.J 1J set Pt_ 0.026945266
DjndEX rnode_{5) array get netif..J 11 set Pt_ GG365c2539
Uindex [.nOOe_(6) array get netif.j 1] set Pt_ O_'J4.7429827
[lindex [ node_m array get netif.J 1] set Pt_ 0.037336172
pindex [node_(8) array get netif.J 1r set Pt_ 0.028397436
Dindex [- node_{S) array get netif..J 1] set Pt_ 0.G37336172
[!index [: node_(, 0) array get netif.J 1] set Pt_ O.G233';7436
[<index [node_(~ 1) array get netif.J 1] set Pt_ CQ4EE932 1 8
Dindex [ node_(i2) array get netif...J 11 set Pt_ 0.043354865
(Tindex {- node_(1 '3) array get netif.J i Jset Pt_ 0C2~8138G7

Dmdex [ node_(14) array gei netif.J 1] set Pt_ 0 025754342
pindex [nodE_r 5) array get netif.J ~ Jset Pt_ C,]247"56&
pindex [ nOOe_(16) array get netif...J 1] set pt_ 0.026::8433
pindex [- node_(i 7) array get netif...J 11 set Pt_ C.C2ES.iS2E6
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Oindex ( node_(8) array get netiU 11 set PC 0.028397436
Oindex (:node_(19) array get netiU 1] set PC 0.0279613
~index pnode_(20) array get nelif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.058530798
~index [:node_(21) array get nelif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.034136851
~index [:node_(22) array get nelif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.063420234
~index (,node_(23) array get netif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.034136851
~index ['node_(24) array get netif.J 11 set Pl_ 0.028397436
(Iindex ['node_(25) array get nelif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.034136851
~index ['node_(26) array get nelif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.026945266
[Iindex [:node_(27) array get nelif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.035498497
(Iindex [. node_(28) array get nelif.J 1J set Pl_ 0.052627392
(!index [node_(29) array get nelif.J 1] set Pl_ 0.08397436

'" > •• I ... ;

#
#Provide X, YZ coordinate:> fer 'Nireiess nodes by i02:cing the scenario me

puts "Loading the scenario file"
source~val(scen)

#De-fine rode in:tial pcs:ricn :r ram
for {set i O}{'i < 'vaI(nn)}Oncr~{

'# 20 defires ~he ncce size ir "am mUST adjL:s:;I ac:::r,jir1g to YIJur scenar:
#: The function musE be c2i!eC::lTter mcci::ty rr.ccier :5 tjefined

ns_ initiaLnode...Jl<ls .nOde_(' i) 20

J

'#
#Set:..;c :raffie new :Jer;.'een n-:ces
;;
puts "Loading coilnection pattem"
source 'val(cp)

for {set i DJ ("i < 'val(nn) }Oncr ~ {
:"5_ at ~val(sim_duration).O "Snode_ISi) reset";

J

ns_ at •val(sim_duration).1 "stop"
~S::5 a: S'ia ! s,'~ T.J?: en '::..:~s ' ~"S =-/:'~:\.j(;

prae slop 0 (
global ns_ tracefd

ns_ flush-trace
close .tracefd

J

puts tracefd "Trace TIle after implementina Token-based TecoloGv Contra:"
puts tracefd "M 0.0 nn Svai{nn) x Svai(xj ySvaliY: rp Svali'rP:" _.
puts "tracefd "M 0,0 se $va::'(scer:} cp S1ia!':t:i"
puts ~traeefd "M 0,0 prop Svaf1prop) ant S;;al(ant;"
puts 'Starting SimUlation .'
_n$_ run
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APPENDIX 0 - Linksys WRT54G Specifications
CPU Speed: 200MHz

Flash Size: 4 Mb

RAM: 16Mb

RF Power Output 18dBm max

IEEE 802.11 b, IEEE 802.119

13 Channels
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